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City of Sherwood 

PLANNING COMMISSION 

Sherwood City Hall  

22560 SW Pine Street 

Sherwood, OR  97140 

October 23, 2012 – 7PM 

 

 

Business Meeting – 7:00 PM 

1. Call to Order/Roll Call 

2. Agenda Review 

3.  Consent Agenda    

a.  August 28, 2012 Planning Commission Minutes  

b.  September 25, 2012 Planning Commission Minutes    
4. Council Liaison Announcements 

5.  Staff Announcements 

6. Community Comments 

7. Old Business  
a. Langer Farms Phase 7 (SP 12-05) Continued from September 25, 2012 - The applicant is 
proposing a site plan to construct a commercial shopping center on 19.7 acres of property. The 
proposal includes a 189,500 square feet of commercial space which includes 145,000 square 
foot anchor building and six retail buildings with associated parking and landscaping. 

 
8. New Business  

a. Brucker Building (SP 12-06)- The applicant is proposing to add to the existing roof over the 
deck, to improve the existing deck to finish floor level, and to add insulated window and doors.   
 

9. Adjourn 
 
 
Next Meeting:  November 13, 2012  
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City of Sherwood, Oregon 

Planning Commission Minutes 

August 28, 2012 

Commission Members Present:                  Staff:  
Chair Allen  Julia Hajduk, Planning Manager 

Commissioner Copfer  Brad Kilby, Senior Planner 

Commissioner Griffin Tom Pessemier, Community Development Director 

Commissioner Cary (via phone) Bob Galati, City Engineer 

Commissioner Clifford (via phone) 

   

Commission Members Absent:   

Vice Chair Albert   

Commissioner Walker 

 

Council Liaison:  Councilor Clark  

Legal Counsel: Chris Crean 

   

 

1. Call to Order/Roll Call  
Chair Allen called the meeting to order and Julia Hajduk called the roll and stated that 

Commissioners Cary and Clifford would vote via conference call when needed for a quorum.    

 

2. Agenda Review  

Chair Allen stated he would dispense with the consent agenda, and move directly to Council 

Liaison comments, staff announcements, and community comments, then get Commissioners Cary 

and/or Clifford on the phone for the business before the commission and finish with the consent 

agenda.   

 

3. Council Liaison Comments  
Councilor Clark commented that the City Council passed a resolution certifying the explanatory 

statement for the Tonquin Employment Area Annexation to accompany the ballot title previously 

passed by Council which will go on the November 2012 ballot.  Council also passed a resolution 

declaring the need to acquire property and establish agreements for the connection of SW Langer 

Farms Parkway to Hwy 99.  

 

4. Staff Announcements  

Planning Manager Julia Hajduk reminded the Commission of the Sherwood Town Center Open 

House on October 3, 2012, commented regarding the sign code amendments that have been 

adopted by Council and a brochure that Senior Planner Brad Kilby is distributing, and solicited 

attendees for Planning Commissioner training being offered by the Oregon City Planning 

Director’s Association to be held September 27, 2012.   

 

5. Community Comments  

Robert James Claus, 22211 SW Pacific Hwy, Sherwood.  Mr. Claus commented regarding the 

rules of the Oregon Commission of Ethics, economic interest, and conflicts of interest. Mr. Claus 

commented regarding the value of land and zoning, transparency of City processes and the 
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boundaries of volunteering for public office.  Mr. Claus cited law cases concerning bad tendencies 

and political speech and commented on first amendment rights in Oregon.   

 

Julia Hajduk connected Commissioner Cary via conference call.  

 

6. Old Business 

a. Public Hearing- Sentinel Self Storage Annex (SP 12-03) Continued from 8/14/12 Planning 

Commission meeting.    

Chair Allen conferred with Julia Hajduk regarding the wording for the Public Hearing statement 

and stated that because the public hearing had been held at the previous meeting he needed only to 

ask for any ex parte contact, bias or conflicts of interest.   Commissioner Cary disclosed that he 

had ex parte contact with Wes Freadman regarding the project and that it did not have any bias on 

his decision.   

 

Brad Kilby, Senior Planner stated that the hearing had been continued from August 14 to August 

28 for additional public testimony.  Brad showed a presentation (see record, Exhibit 1) and 

reminded the commission that the subject property was approximately 55 acres that was bound by 

Langer Farms Parkway, a railroad, Oregon Street, and farmland to the south of the site. Brad 

added that the property was a portion of Lot 5 from the approved Langer Farms Subdivision that 

was on appeal later in the evening.  Brad commented that the proposal was to construct 430 

storage units on approximately 6.9 acres and stated he will speak to issues from the previous 

hearing.   

 

Showing the Site Plan, Brad stated there was a secondary fire access included in his memo.  Brad 

added that a secondary access is always recommended by Tualatin Valley Fire and Rescue 

(TVF&R) and Deputy Fire Marshall John Wolffe stated that with this case the secondary access 

was not required. Regarding ownership Brad commented that the code requires the property owner 

to sign the application so they are aware that an application has been filed for land use on their 

property.  Brad stated the manager Erin at the Tualatin River Wildlife Refuge was the liaison for 

the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service who indicated that the area is not in their acquisition area, even 

though it might be a tributary to Rock Creek and they would not have any comments over and 

above Clean Water Services for storm water and resource protection.  Brad stated that Sherwood 

Building Official, Scott McKie, had indicated that a 6’ x 6’bathroom was probably too small for 

ADA Access as the occupant needs to have a turning radius inside the stall and sink area, but the 

area may not need to be too much larger, possibly 7’ x 7’.    Brad said the applicant’s 

representative, Chris Goodell, confirmed that the fuel would be diesel and propane as indicated in 

the testimony at the previous meeting and the fuel would require permits from TVF&R, but not 

the Department of Environmental Quality (DEQ).  Brad explained that the DEQ is concerned 

about underground tanks and air quality. DEQ’s local representative confirmed that gasoline 

requires permits, but not diesel and propane.  Brad commented that he further questioned the 

applicant regarding who would use the fuel and was told it would not be open to the public but to 

renters in the facility who will have to prearrange a time to fill up with an attendant.  Brad 

expounded on the TVF&R permits for the fuel stating that the seismic loads, stability of the 

structure, emergency shut off and spillage issues will be reviewed prior to permitting.  With 

respect to a turn around, the applicant has proposed additional signage and a permanent land line 

to call the office to provide access through the gate, but TVF&R will not require a turn around. 

Brad added that video surveillance is not required by the code, but the applicant has maintained 
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that it is a common practice in the industry and they will have video surveillance of various 

components of the storage facility.   

 

Brad stated that staff continues to recommend approval with conditions and suggested that if the 

Commission is not comfortable with the language they could add a condition requiring that the 

fuel access be limited to patrons who have rented space in the facility, require an ADA bathroom, 

even though the Building Official will require it. Brad added that the RV wash has to be designed 

so that the storm and sewer do not mix per Clean Water Services, water from washing vehicles is 

put in the sewer system, and it cannot be open above because rain mixes with the sewer.    

 

Chair Allen stated the record was left open for testimony and asked Brad for written testimony.  

Brad entered and read Exhibit K, a letter from Jim Haynes;  Exhibit L, a letter from Scott Haynes;  

Exhibit M, an email from Casey Overcamp supporting the project, and Exhibit N, a letter from Jim 

Claus.  As Mr. Claus was present the five page letter was not read.  Julia added that a letter from 

the Chamber was received (see record, Exhibit O), but as they were also present to testify the letter 

was not read.  Chair Allen opened the hearing for public testimony. 

 

Robert James Claus, 22211 SW Pacific Hwy, Sherwood. Mr. Claus expressed his astonishment at 

the testimony and commented regarding the 1995 code and gas stations being prohibited as an 

accessory, incidental, or main use.  Mr. Claus commented regarding the application getting an 

exception and if permits are issued they are revocable.  Mr. Claus commented regarding a mini 

warehouse becoming a ministorage, a lumber yard becoming Home Depot, and the annex being an 

extension of a non-conforming use which, he stated, the code bars you from doing.  Mr. Claus 

commented regarding clarifying language in the code before Council  and disqualifying the PUD, 

and stated it would be administering variances for self-imposed hardships because of the 

parceling.  Mr. Claus commented on the rush to get revenues, overlooking the 95 code, and 

previous City Manager, Jim Rapp’s dislike for mini storage, self-service, and car lots.  Mr. Claus 

commented on the last facility of this type that came before the Commission that was “refused 

because it did not meet the design standards” but had the same application in a general 

commercial zone that staff said it conformed to the code.  Mr. Claus stated there were two laws in 

Sherwood; laws for people that curry political favor particularly within the urban renewal 

boundaries, and laws for the rest of us outside of it. Mr. Claus commented that the code, fire 

problems, and drainage problems were being ignored and the PUD was given in order to ignore 

the zoning.  Mr. Claus stated he would appeal the decision and he would try his best to terminate 

this PUD, even if it takes a lawsuit.   

 

Leanna Knutson, 17052 SW Cobble Court, Sherwood.  Ms. Knutson stated she was President of 

the Sherwood Chamber of Commerce and was present to give support for the Sentinel Self-

Storage expansion project on behalf of the hundreds of members the Chamber represents.  Ms. 

Knutson commented on the mission of the Chamber and stated that business development and 

expansion creates jobs, fuels the City’s tax base, and promotes the standard of living that we love 

about Sherwood.  Ms. Knutson commented that the Chamber supports the expansion because it 

supports local opportunities.  Ms. Knutson commented regarding  the Residences at Cannery 

Square stating that the Chamber wanted to offer its support for that project and like the Sentinel 

Self-Storage expansion the apartment complex harmonizes the economic aspirations of our 

community. 
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Chair Allen commented that the public testimony has been closed for the Capstone project and the 

commission cannot take that part of her testimony into consideration.   

 

Gary Langer, 17384 SW Timber Crossing Lane, Sherwood. Mr. Langer asked if there were 

enough commissioners to make a decision.  Chair Allen affirmed that there was a fourth 

Commissioner participating by phone.   Mr. Langer commented that there has been a lot of 

research for the development of this project, it will be a state of the art facility, and he wanted to 

share some of the positive aspects of the project.  Mr. Langer commented that there was a lot of 

community support, where he lives you cannot have boats, cars and RV’s out, and this facility 

works really well for the city of Sherwood.  Mr. Langer commented on the design and planning 

for the project and facilities in Tigard, Tualatin, Wilsonville, and the new one on Cipole Road 

adding that RV repair can be done on site.  Mr. Langer stated he wanted to address some 

objections raised by previous testimony.  Mr. Langer commented regarding Home Depot and 

Sentinel being illegally built and stated the projects were done over ten years ago and done by 

code and he was unsure why the issue keeps reoccurring. Regarding sewer spillage into the water, 

Mr. Langer stated that the facility will have a safe dump station  because of  design, grading and 

structure. Mr. Langer commented that Sentinel has been in business since 1997, has a lot of repeat 

customers, and is at capacity much of the time.  Mr. Langer commented that there was no water 

stored in the farm field and there was not a well near the site that it was set up for drainage and the 

wetland area. Mr. Langer commented on the landscaping ordinance not being met because of the 

use of the term annex and stated that  the application meets all of the code requirements which 

have been approved by staff.  Mr. Langer commented that 90% of the RVs will be covered and the 

site will be clean as he lives in Sherwood, too.   

 

Sandford Rome, 14645 SW Willamette Street, Sherwood. Mr. Rome commented on the term 

standing and testimony received from residents outside of Sherwood.  Mr. Rome commented that 

he would like to see this project go forward with the added conditions for approval.  Mr. Rome 

commented regarding long term residents, standing, and the things he has seen in this town over 

the years.  Mr. Rome commented regarding having to pay additional taxes for repairs or changes 

in the City and long term residents who have also had to pay.  Mr. Rome commented regarding 

building a state of the art facility and not having it come back to the citizens and asked how the 

Commission might correct the problems that arise and said the City should have an addressable 

procedure for fixing any unforeseen problems immediately.  Mr. Rome referenced streets that 

were not completed properly in the past.  Mr. Rome commented on the standing of the Langer 

family and their rights to develop their property. Mr. Rome commented on the Cannery square and 

standards that were not met.  Mr. Rome repeated his comments regarding problems being solved 

and stated if it is the City’s dollar it is his dollar.  

 

Chris Goodell, representing the applicant, Langer Family LLC, from AKS Engineering, 13910 

SW Galbreath Drive, Ste. 100 Sherwood. Mr. Goodell stated he prepared a memo regarding the 

questions from the Commission at the last hearing that was included in the packet which included 

business operations.  Mr. Goodell commented that the fuel in question will be diesel and not gas.  

Mr. Goodell stated there were project engineers, and the owner/ operator and applicant, were 

present to answer any questions.  Mr. Goodell asked for the Commission’s approval.  

 

Wes Freadman, 21315 SW Baler Way, Sherwood. Mr. Freadman stated he was a supporter of the 

project and commented that all of the problems have been addressed.  Mr. Freadman commented 

that Sentinel was at maximum capacity and if Sherwood residents did not want a storage facility it 
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would be empty.  Mr. Freadman commented that the facility will be a good neighbor, good use of 

the land and tax revenue and he thought it should be approved.   

 

With no one else signed up to testify, Chair Allen closed the public testimony and asked for any 

questions from the Commission.   

 

Chair Allen asked regarding the code that applies to the project and referenced the Permitted Uses 

in the General Commercial Zone which states it “includes wholesale trade, warehousing, 

commercial storage, and mini warehousing”.  Mr. Allen commented that he would have thought 

commercial storage as a “business that sells storage” and asked if he was reading it correctly and 

in the correct version of the appropriate code.  Brad confirmed and stated he wanted to clarify that 

under the Langer PUD, the applicant is allowed to construct in phases 6, 7,  and 8, uses that were 

permitted in 1995, as well as uses that would be permitted under today’s code.   Brad stated this 

was his understanding of what council agreed to and was the intent in the 2007 minor 

modification.  Brad stated that in the Staff Report it says that mini storage is a permitted use at the 

time that the PUD was approved and staff believes it is an allowed use in this zone.   

 

Brad continued by commenting on the issue raised regarding Home Depot and the Sentinel 

Storage being illegal uses and stated that Home Depot was approved by the courts through a writ 

of mandamus and Sentinel Storage was approved through another action, that people had the 

opportunity to appeal, but those uses are allowed and in affect today.   

 

Chair Allen commented on the issue of standing and stated that from a legal standpoint his 

understanding was standing was the ability to come and testify and if you do not like the decision 

to go appeal it.  Chair Allen added that Land Use in Oregon is broad and everyone the 

Commission has heard from, has standing to be able to come and testify and carry their arguments.  

Attorney Chris Crean confirmed and stated that under Oregon law, at this level, any person may 

participate in a local land use proceeding and anyone who participates then has standing to appeal 

that decision.   Chair Allen commented that the point being made regarding standing was more 

broad in that, irrespective of legal standing, some opinions may be entitled to different weight than 

others and his opinion was that any time someone comes to the Planning Commission he does not 

think of it as standing, but considers what their interests are. Chair Allen commented regarding a 

previous storage decision brought up in earlier testimony and stated  his recollection differs from 

the testimony that was heard as the only one he could recall was the one that was built.  Chair 

Allen stated the Planning Commission was rebuked by members of SURPAC for allowing it.     

 

Chair Allen commented that he did not think additional conditions were necessary as they were 

adequately dealt with in other regulation.  Chair Allen asked if other Commissioners had 

comments or questions. None were provided.   

 

Motion: From Commissioner James Copfer for the Planning Commission to approve the 

application for the Sentinel Self-Storage Annex (SP 12-03), based on the applicant testimony, 

public testimony received, and the analysis, findings, and conditions in the Staff Report; 

seconded by Commissioner Griffin. All Commission members present voted in favor. 

(Commissioner Cary voted yes by phone, Vice Chair Albert and Commissioners Clifford and 

Walker were absent.) 

 

Chair Allen called a five minute recess and the call with Commissioner Cary was terminated. 
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b. Public Hearing Residences at Cannery Square (SP 12-04 Continued from 8/14/12 

Planning Commission meeting.   

Chair Allen reconvened the public hearing for SP 12-04 and stated that public testimony had been 

closed. Chair Allen asked the Commissioners regarding any ex parte contact, bias, and potential or 

actual conflicts of interest.   

 

Julia added that Commissioner Clifford was on the phone via conference call and there was still a 

quorum with a different commissioner.   

 

Commissioner Griffin declared that he had a short conversation with Jeff Sacket from Capstone 

regarding the look of the buildings following the previous meeting that would not affect his vote.   

 

Chair Allen stated that the public testimony had been closed, but there was written testimony that 

was received in a timely manner but was not in the record.  Chair Allen stated they would enter 

the letter verbally into the record and re-open the testimony for anyone who wished to testify on 

any issues raised by that comment.  Chair Allen stated he would give latitude to the responses, but 

asked that no new information be entered into the record because they should not be considered by 

the commission and will complicate matters.   

 

Brad Kilby read the letter from John and Jackie Bolton, 22515 SW Lincoln Street, Sherwood (see 

SP 12-04, Exhibit J) which commented on raising their family in a historic house on Lincoln 

Street,  the unofficial collaboration between the developer and the City, and changes in zoning 

laws over the years that allow an apartment building in the middle of a neighborhood.  The 

Boltons stated that they were adamantly opposed to the building and questioned having a three 

level apartment building in the middle of one of the oldest neighborhoods in the city, adding that it 

will change the dynamics of Old Town Sherwood in a negative way. The Boltons commented on 

congestion in downtown Sherwood, traffic on Willamette street from the Old Town Field House 

and that an apartment complex will worsen the problem.  The Boltons commented on the concern 

for safety the of children in the neighborhood who walk to school and the effect of a hundred more 

cars on the road.  The Boltons commented on changing Old Town area with a structure that does 

not fit in and asked for consideration of the negative impacts to the families that live in the 

neighborhood.  The Boltons commented that just because zoning codes allow it to be built, does 

not mean it is a good thing to be built and residents in the area most affected should be taken into 

consideration when making the decision.   The Boltons commented that the complex will not keep 

Sherwood and old town going in a positive direction and commented on voting for ballot measures 

and council members that help Sherwood be great and fair to citizens.   

 

Chair Allen opened public testimony for the limited purpose of hearing testimony in response to 

the issues raised in the letter.   

 

Sandford Rome, 14645 SW Willamette Street, Sherwood.  Mr. Rome commented regarding the 

project being harmonious with the neighborhood stating he has been working with Brad Kilby 

regarding language to be forthcoming.  Mr. Rome commented that there was no way to build a 

four story building in a two story neighborhood and keep it harmonious.  Mr. Rome commented 

on the number of cars in the neighborhood and  suggested that with one hundred units there will 

be more than one hundred additional cars.   Mr. Rome commented that the traffic study was 

provided by Capstone and if you study any apartment complex in town by the number of trips in 
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and out for seven days you would see that a 54 unit apartment, such as the Murdock Apartments, 

does something over 300 trips a day.   Mr. Rome challenged the credibility that the traffic study 

was objective in studying apartment complexes in the city.  Mr. Rome commented regarding 

pictures that he had submitted at a previous Planning Commission meeting regarding Lincoln 

Street improvements and remaining road problems and lack of sidewalks.  Mr. Rome commented 

regarding putting drivers onto Tualatin Sherwood Road or Oregon Street and taking the most 

direct route, which is provided by Lincoln Street.  Mr. Rome commented that it was difficult to 

drive by Willamette Street as the road ends at Murdock with a round-about.  Mr. Rome 

commented that the project was like two army barracks with car parking underneath and the city 

has tried for two years to make it a viable project, disregarding comments and design standards.  

Mr. Rome commented on how the project was being financed and stated it was a dormitory type 

structure, with 51 units in each building, on roughly an acre.  Mr. Rome commented on the need to 

provide for the neighborhood to make it harmonious and suggested two stories with fewer units or 

another building on the property.  Mr. Rome asked how the city was going to pay property owners 

back for the damages done when the project is finally finished and opponents were right again.    

 

Chair Allen closed the public testimony.  Planning Manager, Julia Hajduk inquired regarding 

procedure to receive the applicant’s final testimony.  Chris Crean stated the applicant should have 

testified during the public testimony.  Chair Allen reopened the public testimony in case there was 

any lack of clarity to receive the applicant’s testimony with a five minute time limit.   

 

Jeff Sacket, Capstone Partners, 1015 NW 11
th

 Ave, Ste. 243, Portland.  Mr. Sacket commented 

that he disagreed with regards to the project being incompatible with the neighborhood and stated 

the project has conformed with every regulation whether it was from the Code, the Planning 

Commission, or the Architectural Planning Book approved by the Planning Commission and City 

Council.  Mr. Sacket commented that the project was handsome and he expects the project to be a 

welcome addition to Old Town and Sherwood as a whole.  Mr. Sacket commented regarding the 

traffic engineer’s analysis and stated DKS is a reputable local and regional traffic engineer that is 

beyond reproach adding that Capstone hired them to evaluate the traffic situation as they saw fit as 

well as respond to the City Engineer’s requests.   Mr. Sacket commented that Capstone is not 

traffic experts, but hire traffic experts and do as they advise.   

 

Chair Allen closed the public testimony and stated there were updated staff comments.   

 

Brad Kilby commented on the reputation of DKS and the number of traffic studies they perform 

and stated that the traffic studies were based on the 8
th

 edition of the International Traffic 

Engineers Manual which is the accepted manual used by cities, counties and traffic engineers in 

determining traffic counts. Brad showed a presentation with the conditions of approval (see 

record, Exhibit 2)  and commented that they were provided in the Planning Commission packet, 

with the exception of two conditions in the presentation.  Brad stated that the first conditions of 

approval added are prior to final site plan approval which included in C.3 the verbiage “or 

evergreen screen” to the condition, from the last hearing, that required the applicant to install a 6-

foot tall fence, wall or evergreen screen along the east property line of the east residential 

building, and the west property line of the west residential building.  Brad explained that another 

condition was C.4 which contained language discussed regarding meeting Clean Water Services 

(CWS) requirements within the City in the event that the regional storm water quality facility 

came online and is to obtain construction plan approval for those facilities prior to final site plan 

approval or in the event that they were not required to do that a compliance agreement had to be 
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put into place to eliminate the water quality facility.  Brad read the condition for the benefit of 

Commissioner Clifford who was on the phone:  Obtain construction plan approval from the 

Engineering Department for all public improvements including the on-site water quality facility if 

an alternative has not been agreed upon at time of final site plan review. If the applicant, City and 

CWS reach an acceptable agreement to use the regional water quality facility, the applicant may 

submit revised plans showing how the areas for the on-site water quality facility will be otherwise 

landscaped or utilized consistent with the approved development plans and the engineering 

compliance agreement modified accordingly to eliminate the on-site water quality facility. 

 

Brad commented that the next set of conditions were to be completed prior to building permits but 

they appeared to be the same as prior to final site plan  approval and he moved on to conditions of 

approval prior to final occupancy.  Brad read the condition E.6 which read   On-site or a regional 

storm water treatment system that complies with City of Sherwood and CWS standards shall be 

either in place, operational and any necessary connection fees paid or an agreement and 

assurances acceptable to both the City of Sherwood and CWS shall be in place.  

 

Chair Allen asked Brad to read the conditions of approval prior to building Permits from the 

revised staff report.  Brad read D.1 Prior to issuance of building permits for the east and west 

residential buildings, the applicant shall submit revised drawings that illustrate an enhanced 

decorative treatment of the southeast portion of the building and/or sites facing SW Willamette 

Street.  Such architectural revisions shall involve variations of texture, materials, patterns, and 

color which are distinct yet complementary to the building, or shall include brick or stone 

elements which serve to add visual interest to the portion of the project visible from SW 

Willamette street and stated that this language was requested by the commission.  Brad read D.8 

which states Provide a set of plans that clearly demonstrates compliance with the pitch of the roof 

as permitted by the approved architectural pattern book and commented that this was opposed to 

what the code called for.  

 

Brad concluded and stated staff would recommend approval as amended.  

 

Chair Allen commented on being harmonious with the neighborhood and said he was considering 

this issue.  Chair Allen commented regarding what the neighborhood is, what it is to be 

harmonized with, and what is the aim to have it be.  Chair Allen commented that the area was a 

transitional are;  it was not Old Town or the lower density residential area nearby.  Chair Allen 

commented that this area has been on track for years and was included in the Old Town Overlay 

five or six years ago.  Chair Allen commented that we had the Cannery PUD a couple of years ago 

and now have this site plan, adding that the Commission is considering an area that is at least a 

transitional area between the existing residential and Old Town and at most an extension of Old 

Town proper in relation to Cannery Square and the Community Center.  Chair Allen commented 

that the applicant has done a good job in trying to address that issue and make it harmonious in 

that transitional way.  Chair Allen commented regarding traffic and street improvement issues and 

stated his opinions about those issues are on the record from the Commission’s previous 

recommendation to Council regarding the PUD.  Chair Allen commented that the narrower 

question is if this plan is consistent with that approved PUD and he believed it did and the 

revisions to the conditions strengthened that.  
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Commissioner Copfer stated he agreed with Chair Allen and wanted Sanford Rome to know that 

the Commission did hear regarding Lincoln Street, however it is the Commission’s responsibility 

to look at if the application meets the PUD and it does.   

 

Commissioner Griffin commented regarding the changes to the southeast side of the building and 

that he thought the comments from citizens were heard.  Mr. Griffin commented regarding the 

traffic study being done by request from concerned citizens and the retention of a reputable 

company to perform the study.  Mr. Griffin commented that the application was solid and it will 

add traffic to Old Town that may spark some activity in the area perhaps for Saturday Market or in 

new restaurants. 

 

Commissioner Clifford commented (via phone) that he agreed as far as the application meeting the 

code and that he had looked over the plans and accompanying documents.  Mr. Clifford 

commented on his concern regarding parking and the amount provided.  Mr. Clifford commented 

regarding the application being a good project to bring together people using fewer vehicles, 

walking more, using public transportation, and utilizing the Old Town area. Mr. Clifford 

commented regarding the trash area in the interior of the building being an asset to keeping the 

project clean and orderly and on the enhancement of the southern portion of the buildings with 

more architectural detail.   

 

Motion: From Commissioner James Copfer for the Planning Commission to approve the 

application for Residences at Cannery Square (SP 12-04) based on the applicant testimony, 

public testimony received, the analysis, finding, and conditions as revised in the Staff Report, 

seconded by Commissioner Russell Griffin. All Commission members present voted in favor. 

(Commissioner Clifford voted yes by phone, Vice Chair Albert and Commissioners Cary and 

Walker were absent.) 

 

Chair Allen called a brief recess;  the call with Commissioner Clifford was not terminated. 

 

7. New Business  

a. Public Hearing- Langer Farms Subdivision Appeal (SUB 12-02) 

Chair Allen opened the public hearing on the appeal on the Planning Manager’s decision of SUB 

12-02 by reading the public hearing statement which stated the appeal was filed by Jim Claus. 

Chair Allen asked for the disclosure of any ex parte contact, bias or conflicts of interest.  Chair 

Allen stated as it was legislative, ex parte did not strictly apply, but disclosed a conversation with 

Jim Claus the previous Friday regarding a courtesy advisory that he (Mr. Claus) was sending an 

email with a number of issues raised that did not pertain to the Langer Farms Subdivision Appeal.   

 

Legal Counsel, Chris Crean clarified that the hearing was quasi-judicial, not legislative.   

 

Commissioner Griffin disclosed that he had contact with the Clauses through piano lessons and 

church but it would affect his ability to make a decision.    

 

Chair Allen asked for the Staff Report. 

    

Brad Kilby gave a presentation (see record, Exhibit 3) explained that the hearing was for the 

appeal of SUB 12-02 the Langer Farms Subdivision, he would summarize the application, and 
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then go through his understanding of the appellant’s assignments of error.  Brad stated that the 

Planning Commission packet contained the all of Mr. Claus’s testimony and Staff’s responses.   

 

Brad stated that on June 21, 2012 a decision to approve a subdivision of five lots and two tracks 

for a 55.09 acre site known as the Langer property was issued and the Sentinel Storage application 

approved earlier in the evening was a 6.93 acre portion of lot 5 of the subdivision. Brad stated that 

the decision was appealed in a timely manner by Jim Claus on July 5, 2012.  Brad commented that 

the staff decision and associated attachments were in the Planning Commission packet as Exhibit 

1, the appeal materials provided by Mr. Claus were Exhibit 2, and a letter from the applicant’s 

attorney, Seth King of Perkins Coie, was Exhibit 3. 

 

Brad commented on the assignments of error and began by stating that Mr. Claus believed there 

was a Flawed original Notice of Decision containing conflicting information that staff cites 
as scrivener’s error.  Brad explained that the Scrivener’s error included language that stated 

“this approval is valid for a period of one (2) years from the date of the decision notice, per 

Section 16.120.050.”  Brad commented that 16.120.050 states that if the final plat is not approved 

within two years, the preliminary plat approval shall expire and a new plat must be submitted.  

Brad commented that this was a harmless Scrivener’s error and it did not constitute a material 

error in the decision.   

 

Brad commented that the second assignment of error was that Improper Public Notice was 
given by staff and staff has relied on INFILL standards for proposed Lot 5 to grant 
waivers for the access without properly notifying the PUBLIC per Sherwood Zoning Code 
Chapter 16.68.060. Brad stated that 16.68.060 applies to infill development standards which 

only apply to residential properties and not to light industrial or general commercial. Brad 

commented that Mr. Claus contends that staff relied on this section to allow the proposed lot to 

achieve the access standard when in fact the definition of a lot allowed staff to make that call 

adding that a lot is a parcel of land of at least sufficient size to meet the minimum zoning 

requirements of this code and with frontage on the public or easement approved by the City.  Brad 

commented that there is precedence within the City for allowing lots to be accessed via an access 

easement and staff believes that the finding remains accurate.  Brad added that there was a 

reference to 16.68 in the staff analysis but it was not relied upon for making the finding that the 

applicant could propose to access the site through an easement.   Brad commented that Mr. Claus 

added that the City cannot allow such a long access and stated that the proposed access is a 

driveway and utility easement, not a street so it is not subject to the TSP.   
 

Brad commented that the third assignment of error was that the application was a Violation of the 
PUD – a Major Change to the Final Development Plan dated August of 1995. Staff is 
requiring a change in the use of the land and requiring dedication of land in this 
subdivision application for public roadway and right-of-way. The land was specifically 
proscribed from that use in the original Langer PUD. The Langer PUD must be treated as 
having a Major Change and thus go through the PUD approval process noted in 
Sherwood Code Chapter 16.40.  Brad stated staff disagrees and commented that Mr. Claus is 

contending that by extending and requiring the right-of-way dedication for the continuation of SW 

Century Boulevard that staff has changed the use of the land.  Brad commented that utilizing that 

logic the City would never be able to plan for future street extensions, explaining that SW Century 

Drive came subsequently after the PUD and was added to the TSP as a connecting street.  Brad 

commented that the dedication and future construction was agreed to in a modification of the PUD 
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and the Developer’s Agreement in 2010.  Brad commented that the PUD approval is an overly 

zone that is applied to a property and in order to constitute a major change a threshold had to be 

met.  Brad explained that the boundaries of the PUD are not changing by requiring the road; the 

applicant is not asking for a major change that would be inconsistent with prior approvals;  the 

prior approvals did not identify which land was devoted to a specific use; and the final 

development plan is only a phasing plan with some proposed accesses for this portion of the site 

off of what was North Adams Ave at the time, which is now SW Langer Farms Parkway.  Brad 

added that there is not an increase in density because it is not a residential development and 

therefore does not constitute a modification in the Planned Unit Development.    

 

Brad commented that the next assignment of error was Staff’s decision is flawed. Staff is 
treating the PUD as if it is outside of PUD constraints for part of the logic used to grant 
approval to a 5-lot subdivision of the PUD. Also, staff neglected to submit pertinent 
information to the record as part of this application which would have direct bearing on 
the original staff decision – which occurred after staff closed the comment period. As 
such I have included some of that missing information as it is directly pertinent to this 
appeal. See also Exhibit 8, copy from the 1995 code Section 3.4040 for appeals showing 
that parties may present old evidence or any additional evidence. Brad stated that the 

subdivision is not subject to 3.4040 but subject to standards in the code today as it was not filed at 

the same time that the PUD was processed in 1995, therefore it was not required to be processed at 

the same time as the PUD was approved.  Brad stated that according to the City Attorney’s office 

“a PUD decision under 16.40 is a separate and distinct decision from a subdivision decision under 

16.120.’  Brad referred to language in 16.40.020.B.5  which states “If the PUD involves the 

subdivision of land ...”  and pointed out that if was the key word.  Brad stated that this PUD did 

not involve the subdivision when it was approved in 1995 and [per the attorney] “this affirms the 

interpretation that they are separate decisions, albeit when they are proposed concurrently, they 

need to be processed concurrently.”  Brad stated that if we were to work under this assumption 

that you could not ever come back and subdivide your property then businesses or large 

commercial complexes like Albertsons would not be able to go in and subdivide their property 

because it was not considered at that time; or Safeway would not be able to take off the small 

commercial portion where Starbucks and those businesses are.  Brad stated that this is a common 

practice in commercial development to divide the land for the purposes of financing and selling 

the property and, as long as they meet the standards, then staff would review any subdivision 

application under today’s regulations.   Brad added that a subdivision application for four to ten 

lots will follow a Type II process and Mr. Claus maintains that staff did not have the ability to 

review this application and it should have been reviewed at a higher level and staff disagrees.   

 

Brad stated that the next assignment of error was a Violation of Sherwood code Section 
16.40.040(A)(2): Failure to Complete. The Planning Commission must meet to decide if 
the PUD is still in the public’s interest and staff disagreed.  Brad commented that the actual 

language for 16.40.040(A)(2) states, “When substantial construction or development of a PUD, or 

any approved phase of a PUD, has not taken place within one (1) year from the date of approval 

of a Final Development Plan, the Commission shall determine whether or not the PUD’s 

continuation, in whole or in part, is in the public interest.”   Brad commented that this PUD has 

been under construction since 1995 with subsequent modifications to the PUD and City Council 

has reviewed and approved changes and modifications to developer agreements since 1995.  Brad 

commented that staff believes that the City Council made the decision that was in the public’s 
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interest when it approved the modifications in 2007 and agreed to negotiate the developer’s 

agreement in 2010 by the Sherwood City Council.   

 

Brad stated that the next assignment of error was a Violation of the intent of the PUD – staff is 
attempting to incorrectly administratively apply Subdivision Standards to the Langer PUD 
Phases 6, 7, 8, which is beyond their scope and authority. The Phases are to have Site 
Plan Reviews with the Planning Commission/City Council. Staff essentially has made up 
a new process for the PUD by incorrectly trying to grant subdivision and land division 
approval through a Type II procedure.  Brad commented that staff believes the appellant is 

wrong because this application is a distinct application and not a PUD, but a subdivision of the 

PUD.  Brad commented that the applicant is still required to come in and file for site plan review 

on each one of these lots as they come in to develop.  Brad added that per the language referenced 

earlier 16.120.030.1.a which says that subdivision of land for four to ten lots is administratively 

processed meaning that it gets decided by the Planning Manager.   

 

Brad stated that staff recommends denial of the appeal and an affirmation of the staff decision.   

 

Chair Allen asked for questions of staff, seeing none Chair Allen called for applicant testimony 

from Seth King.  Julia Hajduk set the timer for 30 minutes to time the applicant.   

Seth King, Land Use Attorney at Perkins Coie, 1120 SW Couch Street, Portland.  Mr. King stated 

he was present on behalf of the applicant, Langer Family LLC, with members of the development 

team including Matt Grady from Gramor Development, Alex Hurley project engineer, Keith Jones 

the project planner, and several members of the Langer family.  Mr. King stated that the applicant 

believes there is substantial evidence in the whole record to support the conclusion that this 

subdivision application satisfies all of the applicable criteria and therefore should be approved.  

Mr. King referred the Commission to the letter dated July 17, 2012 which is part of the packet.  

Mr. King offered to answer any questions and asked to reserve the remainder of the time for 

rebuttal.  

 

Chair Allen asked for any questions from the Commission.  Having none, Chair Allen asked for 

public testimony for or against other than the appellant.   Seeing none, Chair Allen asked for 

testimony from the appellant, Jim Claus.   

 

Mr. Claus inquired about having 30 minutes to testify.  Chair Allen confirmed.   

 

Robert James Claus, 22211 SW Pacific Hwy, Sherwood.  Mr. Claus stated he would  add to the 

record items containing the ordinance where Mr. Langer, as a City Councilman, voted on the 

ordinance that allowed this subdivision occur and the City contract with Beery, Elsner, and 

Hammond (see record, Exhibit 4).  Mr. Claus commented  that he would give an overview of what 

he saw wrong with this process and spoke of his years teaching at the University of British 

Columbia where he was asked to debate against a man named Eric Todd; one of those rare people 

who had a doctorate in law from Harvard.  Mr. Claus commented that Mr. Todd would turn about 

how the American Constitution protected Americans better than the Canadian system and said that 

Mr. Claus  would see the complete corruption of Oregon’s Land Use Planning because there is 

no14
th

 amendment requirements and protections to any real degree. Mr. Claus commented 

regarding British Columbia using the British North American Act that has specific language that 

says “we loath to give government officials discretionary power for fear we will corrupt them” and 

Mr. Todd’s guarantee of corruption of the system in Oregon because there is no sales tax and will 
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not be driven by good land use decisions but political decisions.  Mr. Claus commented that there 

was a PUD on Langer’s farm ground  in order to borrow tax money to support staff and that he 

believes the parceling to be the worst denegation he has seen in this town.  Mr. Claus commented 

regarding the tax base, excess, and new taxes going to the City.  Mr. Claus commented on when 

he worked in San Francisco on Urban Renewal Plans where the Mayor used imminent domain to 

take property  where the money was to be paid back in ten years so that everything then goes back 

on the tax roll. Mr. Claus added that  the money was paid back in nine and a half years due to his 

math.  Mr. Claus commented that the  farm ground is being taken and the excess value is used to 

borrow bonds to run this city.  Mr. Claus referred to the statements from Mr. Todd regarding 

corruption and staff eventually becoming an entity in and of themselves and alluded it wasn’t just 

the union he worked for which manipulated elections.   

 

Mr. Claus commented that the government workers had become an entity in and of themselves 

and are concerned as a stakeholder.  Mr. Claus commented regarding the subject property and 

people like Wal-Mart being told where to build because they originally wanted to build on 

Broadhurst’s and Shannon’s property.  Mr. Claus commented regarding the Broadhurst and 

Shannon property being a superior location at a lower price and the Mayor not wanting Wal-Mart 

or Opus there, adding  that it would have been a lifestyle mall.  Mr. Claus commented on the 

zoning being driven by financial needs not the enabling statute and was no longer promoting or 

protecting health, safety, and welfare,  and aesthetics, but financing for the staff.  Mr. Claus 

commented that  City Hall stands as a monument to waste, fraud and abuse and stated it was 

where much of the urban renewal money went.  Mr. Claus  commented on the plaza  and 

regarding old town being a  the only classic central business district left in Oregon until it was 

turned into the Spanish Plaza model that it is now.  Mr. Claus commented that it was centered on 

government and he maintained that the Cannery Square park was built so the staff would have a 

place to have lunch and suggested it was not built for children because it was without a bathroom.  

Mr. Claus commented  that we have seen this system easily corrupted in Sherwood because we 

have a strong City Manager form of government.  Mr. Claus commented regarding council 

person’s stating “we have a good staff’ and the City Manager having a group of staff that works 

for him adding that if a City Councilor talks to staff their job is threatened, and they can be called 

upon to resign.  Mr. Claus commented on the City having a contract attorney that represents the 

City Manager, the Council, and the Mayor and commented regarding no attorney representing the 

interests of the City although the charter calls for it.  Mr. Claus commented regarding getting rid 

of the City Attorney and staff  operating ultra vires-ly and beyond the scope of their authority.  

Mr. Claus commented that code never intended to allow staff  to make the discretionary 

interpretations they are making in a PUD. Mr. Claus commented on the location of  Home Depot 

and a former City Manager calling it a lumber yard, deeming the application complete, the City 

Council finding out about it 120 days after, the subsequent lawsuit, and commented that it was the 

first shift from our plan to moving our retail on to light industrial.  Mr. Claus added that the land 

across the street from Home Depot is light industrial and the buildings were not supposed to be 

there.  Mr. Claus commented that we have drifted down that road to discretionary power for 

salaried government officials that is only constrained by the 14
th

 Amendment and federal court, 

not constrained in Oregon.  Mr. Claus commented regarding having four minutes to testify at 

meetings, but if you ask for answers and do not leave, you will be escorted out.  Mr. Claus 

commented that this is being done because the only way that staff can move to that money is to be 

given discretionary power.   
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Mr. Claus commented regarding the commission not reading the 95 Code and that most do not 

have a copy and he does.  Mr. Claus stated that the request on a PUD to make variances is not 

permitted in that code or in the latest edition, yet if you look at these subdivisions you have 

variances.  Mr. Claus referred to Ambler  Realty vs. The Village of Euclid  and commented 

regarding the fifth amendment being set aside, a substantial benefit and value left in the property 

then referred to Nectow vs. Cambridge regarding having an exception in a code.  Mr. Claus 

commented that the PUD was written so you could not have exceptions because you have already 

given away half of the world in the zoning.  Mr. Claus commented regarding the code not 

allowing fueling and mini-storage because staff made discretionary decisions to finance this town.  

Mr. Claus commented regarding appealing to LUBA and it not being able to stop it.   

 

Mr. Claus commented on a man named Jim Roberts from Madison who said the world spins 

because of dumb and if we don’t have enough dumb we will all fall off of it and not stopping 

dumb but creating a record.  Mr. Claus referred to Kelo vs. Newhaven  where the Institute for 

Justice fought the suit because a big pharmaceutical company wanted the land and the city  wanted 

money to increase the tax base, so kicked everybody out of an area that was not blighted.  Mr. 

Clause commented that the pharmaceutical company waited until they won the case and never 

built.  Mr. Claus commented that the case went to the supreme court, and this is a case study of 

urban renewal destroying zoning.  Mr. Claus commented regarding the same litigation in Norwood 

and his involvement with the Small Business Administration’s concern  for taking people’s 

property and the city paying the true price of what that property was worth, adding that the Ohio 

supreme Court said  the enabling statute does not allow that kind of taking.  Mr. Claus commented 

that Sherwood is moving toward a staff with a vested interest to keep the money coming in, 

having discretionary power to make decision, and freezing the rest of us out of business.  Mr. 

Claus commented that the zoning has to be run by the staff so they can build the Downtown 

Center after destroying the Robin Hood Theater which was a better gift and there was no reason to 

destroy it as it represented historic buildings.  Mr. Claus commented  regarding the City needing 

money to build in Old Town .  

 

Mr. Claus commented that the subject property was no longer a PUD but a catch as catch can 

subdivision and put forward  that a mass merchandizer will come in and get staff to say it meets all 

of the requirements turning 13 Acres into Wal-Mart just like it did in Corvallis. Mr. Claus 

commented that the citizens will live with it because it generates lots of tax dollars but that it was 

a zero sum tax game except it puts money into our staff and into politician’s hands and cheats 

school children.  Mr. Claus repeated that Wal-Mart and Opus wanted to go on the highway, and 

Fred Meyer will go on the highway and stated that once they go there you won’t build another 

one.  Mr. Claus commented that the City is putting its value over there and using it up and 

explained that retail is the classic zero sum game; meaning somebody gains and somebody loses.  

Mr. Claus called Wal-Mart the merchant of death because they come into a trade area and they 

take the business from everybody else.  Mr. Claus commented that there was $475 billion on 

groceries and supermarket sale and once you put in Wal-Mart and Fred Meyer on urban renewal 

you are going to kill Safeway and Albertsons, thus killing your own tax base.   Mr. Claus added 

that   this means you are not going to have enough money to pay the school children back in 

twenty years, because you have denigrated your own tax base.  Mr. Claus stated he did not believe 

this was a PUD for a number of reasons which staff outlined and he believed the Langer’s have 

the political influence which they did for Sherwood Plaza.  Mr. Claus stated this was simply a 

mission in getting people to see what is going on and to say to institute of justice they need not 

worry about New Haven, Oregon has them beat cold.  Mr. Claus asked if the Commission 
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understood that what  has been done is taken something that was originally Fred Meyer, which 

Metro stopped, and turned it into RV parking, Wal-Mart, and a Target, and swinging business over 

there.  Mr. Claus commented that the next step is part of a conspiracy to restrain trade and his 

conversation with Chair Allen regarding Cedar Brook Way.   

 

Mr. Claus commented regarding the property near Cedar Brook Way being class A as it has 

everything it needs, including visibility, accessibility, and parking which are the location, location, 

location of retail.  Mr. Claus stated that if they don’t stop they will never build this area out and 

commented regarding a road through his property that cannot be built on because of the size of 

parcel  and what can be put there.  Mr. Claus commented about the eight hour American Bar and 

Appraisal classes and people talking for eight hours.  Mr. Claus commented regarding LUBA 

seeing the non-disclosure and of people thinking their financial interests don’t impact their elected 

members and their family.  Mr. Claus commented regarding LUBA looking at this as stealing 

from school children or saying the application is not a PUD.  Mr. Claus commented that it was a 

clever way to combine sick eminent domain proceedings with police power proceedings and 

turning  the zoning of general commercial and retail over to the staff and certain elected officials. 

Mr. Claus commented that it was the end of market driven zoning as we know it, because there is 

no competition when staff tells buyers and retailers where to go.  Mr. Claus commented regarding 

sovereign immunity, not being able to sue, and that a citizen only gets the rare privilege of pure 

political speech in front of the Commission.  Mr. Claus commented that the staff has the privilege 

all of the time and it is called sovereign immunity.  Mr. Claus commented that what is going to 

happen is it will lead to a suit and depositions will be taken.  Mr. Claus commented regarding 

being able to build on Columbia because of the footprint and the new owner being able to build 

after he sold the property for a  giveaway price.  Mr. Claus commented regarding having urban 

renewal of all of the zoning in this town and reiterated that the subject property was not a Planned 

Unit Development.  Mr. Claus commented regarding the cannery, the contract attorney signing a 

contract with Capstone LLC, the layout of the site and the public not knowing and the inability to 

appeal.  Mr. Claus commented that citizens cannot complain regarding the work the attorneys do 

for the Mayor or the City Manager, but a City attorney would have had to report it.  Mr. Claus 

commented that this will be a wonderful case study about how a town converted farm ground into 

a major industrial retail commercial center, shut down more competitive property, and had the 

staff determine where you will build.    Mr. Claus commented that there are all of the technical 

reasons in the code to not approve the application but it was comical to see what has been done 

with it.  Mr. Claus commented regarding every family owning land in the town that has tried to 

develop and being put out of business by the process. Mr. Claus commented regarding Metro 

running a pathway on his property and the rash people will get.  Mr.Claus commented regarding 

the property on Columbia that was sold and the McFall subdivision watershed.  Mr. Claus stated 

that nobody can live with that and in the end the City is putting money out there to dump 20% of it 

to staff.  Mr. Claus stated he will appeal the decision even though he won’t win and something 

will have to turn around.  Mr. Claus commented regarding being insulted, using police and said 

the City must have something to hide.  

 

Chair Allen asked if any commission members had questions.  Seeing none, Chair Allen thanked 

Mr. Claus and asked how much time the applicant had remaining for rebuttal.  Julia Hajduk 

replied that the applicant had 28 minutes and 41 seconds.    

 

Seth King, on behalf of the applicant, Land Use Attorney at Perkins Coie, 1120 SW Couch Street, 

Portland.  Mr. King commented that the appellant spoke for approximately 28 minutes without 
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addressing a single approval criterion applicable to preliminary subdivision plat or carrying the 

burden on any of his appeal issues.  Mr. King commented that Mr. Claus did not present any 

substantial evidence that undermined the substantial evidence that is already in support of 

approval of the application.  Mr. King stated there was no request for a continuance or that the 

record be held open.  Mr. King commented that on the basis of those items the appellant has not 

carried its burden to present any reason to deny the application.  Mr. King stated that conversely, 

based on the applicant’s materials, staff presentation, and the letter from Perkins Coie dated July 

17, 2012, there is substantial evidence in the record to support approval of the application subject 

to the conditions included in the original staff decision.    Mr. King stated that because there was 

no request for a continuance or that the record be held open, the Planning Commission would be 

able to reach a decision tonight.  Mr. King commented on Mr. Claus’s concern that financial needs 

were driving land use decisions in the City and stated that there was no evidence of this being the 

case for this application.  Mr. King commented regarding Mr. Claus’s references that there was no 

right to request variances in the 1995 Code and stated that the 1995 Code is not at issue in this 

application and the code that was in effect at the time the application was submitted is applicable.  

Mr. King commented regarding Mr. Claus’s attacks on the potential uses and end users of the 

property and stated this application does not concern the particular uses or end users and there is 

no evidence relating to what uses or end users there might be therefore  it is not relevant to the 

decision.  Mr. King commented regarding the issues Mr. Claus raised regarding the Planned Unit 

Development and its processes and stated that this application does not concern the Planned Unit 

Development as it is a subdivision application independent of the PUD.  Mr. King concluded his 

rebuttal testimony by requesting that the Commission deny the appeal and affirm the staff 

decision.   

 

Chair Allen asked for questions of Mr. King.  Mr. Claus asked for rebuttal to Mr. King’s 

testimony.  Chris Crean noted that there was no provision for appellant rebuttal and explained that 

the ordinance requirements for an appeal hearing allow the applicant to split his time between 

presentation and rebuttal, but there is no provision for appellant rebuttal which is reserved 

exclusively for the applicant.   

 

Chair Allen closed the public testimony and moved to final staff comments.  There were no final 

staff comments. 

 

Mr. Claus stated (from the back of the room) that Susan Claus would like to testify (inaudible).  

Chair Allen stated he called earlier for testimony for and against and no one came forward to 

testify.    

 

Chair Allen called for a discussion on the appeal and remarked on a comment that the 

Commission does not have or has not read the 1995 Code and observed that the 1995 Code was 

courteously provided by the appellant, it is part of the record of this decision, and the Commission 

has had access to it for a number of weeks.  Chair Allen stated he had looked through the relevant 

portions of the 1995 Code in considering his decision.     

 

Chair Allen commented regarding the wide range of issues addressed in the testimony, whether 

staff had the authority to divide a big lot into smaller lots, if the correct code was followed, and 

whether staff made the correct decision under that code adding that he did not find anything 

persuasive in the written materials or in the testimony.  Chair Allen commented that the correct 
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code was followed and it was a subdivision decision, not a PUD decision, and he could not find a 

basis to overturn the staff decision. 

 

Commissioner Copfer added he would agree and stated he had read the 95 code and materials 

provided several times, that staff has completed the work, and he sees nothing to stop the 

subdivision.   

 

Commissioner Clifford stated that he has reviewed the submittal documents, studied the plans 

provided, and read the letters and appeal documents.  Mr. Clifford commented that staff’s 

responses to the appeal were clear and the application did meet code requirements.    

 

Commissioner Griffin commented that staff has done an adequate job in researching and making 

sure that what they do on behalf of the City is correct and legal.   Mr. Griffin commented on the 

using the advice of an attorney and the path used to reach a decision.  Mr. Griffin commented that 

the decision could be appealed to a higher board and he did not have anything at this level to say 

no to this application and perhaps City Council would feel differently.   

 

Chair Allen inquired regarding if the proper method was to approve the application or to deny the 

appeal. Julia Hajduk deferred to legal regarding the proper method and clarified that the next level 

of appeal would be to the Land Use Board of Appeals (LUBA).   

 

Chris Crean commented that the motion would be two parts: to uphold the appeal and reject the 

staff recommendation or, conversely, to deny the appeal and affirm the staff recommendation.   

 

Motion: From Commissioner James Copfer for the Planning Commission To Deny The Appeal 

Of Langer Farms Subdivision (SUB 12-02) And Uphold The Staff’s Findings, The Staff Decision 

To Move The Subdivision Forward, seconded by Commissioner Russell Griffin. All Commission 

members present voted in favor. (Commissioner Clifford voted yes by phone, Vice Chair Albert 

and Commissioners Cary and Walker were absent.) 

 

8. Consent Agenda  

The consent agenda consisted of various minutes from March 13, March 27, April 24, May 22, 

and August 10, 2012.   

 

Motion: From Commissioner James Copfer for the Planning Commission To Adopt the Consent 

Agenda as Written, seconded by Commissioner Russell Griffin. All Commission members 

present voted in favor. (Commissioner Clifford voted yes by phone, Vice Chair Albert and 

Commissioners Cary and Walker were absent.) 

 

Chair Allen commented that the next meeting was September 11, 2012 which include the Cedar 

Brook Way TSP.  Julia confirmed and added that it also included the Langer Phase 7 commercial 

development project.   

 

9. Adjourn 

Chair Allen adjourned the meeting.   

 

Submitted by  ________________________________________ 

Kirsten Allen, Department Program Coordinator 
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City of Sherwood, Oregon 

Planning Commission Minutes  

September 25, 2012 

Commission Members Present:                  Staff:  
 

Chair Allen  Julia Hajduk, Planning Manager 

Vice Chair Albert Brad Kilby, Senior Planner 

Commissioner Griffin Tom Pessemier, Community Development Director 

Commissioner Copfer Jason Waters, Civil Engineer 

Commissioner Cary Kirsten Allen, Planning Dept. Program Coordinator  

Commissioner Walker 

Commissioner Clifford 

  

Council Liaison:  Councilor Clark was absent 

Legal Counsel: Chris Crean 

   

 

1. Call to Order/Roll Call  

Chair Allen called the meeting to order at 7:00 pm. 

 

2. Agenda Review  

Chair Allen stated there was a public hearing on the agenda.      

 

3. Consent Agenda  
There was no consent agenda.      

 

4. City Council Comments  

Councilor Clark was absent.  

 

5. Staff Announcements  

Julia introduced Kirsten Allen as the new Planning Department Program Coordinator 

indicating she will be attending Planning Commission meetings and assisting the Planning 

Department.  Kirsten is a long time employee of the City and comes from working in the 

Building Department and in the City Recorder’s office.   

 

Julia informed that the Washington County meeting for the Tualatin Sherwood Road Open 

House will not be held on October 25
th

, but has been rescheduled to a later date.  Julia invited 

all to come to the Sherwood Town Center Plan Open House on October 3
rd

 at 6-8 pm in the 

Community Room at Sherwood City Hall.  

 

Julia stated that the city received word last Friday that the city was awarded a TGM grant for 

the Transportation System Plan update and added that it has been seven years since the last 

update was adopted.  Julia added that the Town Center Plan grant was also a TGM grant and 

it will take some time to get through the scoping process, but to look for the update in 

coming months.   
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6. Community Comments  

Susan Claus, 22211 SW Pacific Hwy, Sherwood.  Ms. Claus commented regarding an 

individual who testified at the Sentinel Storage hearing who gave his address as a property 

owned by the applicant and commented that accurate information should be given.  Ms. 

Claus said that this individual was aggressive towards her husband and she expressed her 

concern regarding the impact on the hearing and wanted it to go on the record.  Ms. Claus 

commented regarding a letter she wrote to the editor about the City Finance Director hiring 

criteria and the amount of money the Finance Director is responsible for managing.  Ms. 

Claus commented on the change in format for the appeal hearing held at a previous Planning 

Commission meeting, the unfairness of the changes, and having an honest citizen driven 

process for a home rule town. Ms. Claus submitted written testimony pertaining to her 

community comments (see record, Exhibit 1)    

 

Robert James Claus, 22211 SW Pacific Hwy, Sherwood.  Mr. Claus commented on urban 

renewal, corruption, and ethics stating that the process is so corrupt that it is being discussed 

in other places.  Mr. Claus commented regarding questioning City actions that cause reprisal, 

special privileges granted for political involvement, and sovereign immunity.  Mr. Claus 

commented on the deterioration of proper American planning in the city, the tax base 

crumbling because of land use decisions made to cover up spending, and comments made by 

legal counsel.    

 

7. Old Business 

There was no old business.   

 

8. New Business  

a. Public Hearing- Langer Farms Phase 7 (SP 12-05) 

Chair Allen opened the public hearing, read the public hearing statement, and asked the 

commission for any ex parte contact, bias, or conflict of interest.  Commissioner Cary stated 

that he had a discussion with Matt Langer regarding past hearings that had no bearing on his 

decision today and the discussion did not include this particular hearing.    Chair Allen asked 

if anyone in the audience wished to challenge any commissioner ability to participate.  

Having none, Chair Allen stated that a written request had been received to leave the record 

open which will be honored and turned the time over for staff presentation.  

 

Brad Kilby, Senior Planner began by amending the last sentence in the second paragraph on 

page 1 of the staff report to read “The planned unit development was approved in 1995 

without a preliminary plat although a preliminary plat was recently approved for a five lot 

subdivision on the 55.09 acre site.”  Brad stated that within the staff report were Exhibits A 

through M and additional exhibits have been received that need to be entered into the record;   

 

 Exhibit N, a letter from Seth Brumley, ODOT Engineer, submitted on September 18; 

 Exhibit O, a letter from Charles and Amy Boyle, Homeowners in Arbor Terrace HOA 

Sherwood;   

 Exhibit P, an email from Susan Claus requesting that the record be left open for 

additional testimony;  

 Exhibit Q, a letter from Jim Haynes at Western Heritage Public Relations; and   

 Exhibit R, a letter from Scott Haynes.  
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Brad stated the proposal before the commission was for Site Plan (SP 12-05) and a 

Conditional Use Permit (CUP 12-02) then gave a presentation (see record, Exhibit 2).  Brad 

stated that the subject site is the east portion of the Langer property that is property bound on 

the east by SW Tualatin Sherwood Road, on the north by SW Langer Farms Parkway, will 

eventually be bordered on the west by extension of SW Century Blvd, and on the south by 

underdeveloped industrial property.   

 

Brad stated that the proposal was to construct a shopping center on 19.82 acres that includes 

six buildings ranging in size from 3,500 to 10,760 square feet and an anchor tenant of about 

145,000 square feet. Brad stated the proposal included a Conditional Use request to allow an 

outdoor sales area on approximately 30 parking spaces and a request for the approval from 

the City Engineer of a street modification for a wider, curb-tight sidewalk with tree wells 

along SW Century Boulevard.  

 

Brad stated that the anchor store sits at the back of the site with the other retail 

establishments along SW Tualatin Sherwood and SW Langer Farms Parkway.  Brad stated 

that two separate alternatives were provided on the site plan because the applicant would like 

to move a storm water quality pond.  The applicant has received approval from Target and is 

in the process of studying moving the pond.   Brad pointed out Building A, labeled as Fast 

Food, and said it had an option to be retail and that Building C, labeled Bank also has an 

option to be retail without the drive thru.  Brad showed an alternate site plan that included the 

storm water pond as it currently exists under the BPA power lines, and the retail options.  

Brad stated that on the northeast corner there is a proposed restaurant at about 10,000 square 

feet and all of the other spaces are proposed to be flex retail space.   

 
Brad stated that there is expected to be approximately 8070 new daily weekday trips 

generated for traffic and they are subject to the Capacity Allocation Program (CAP) which 

City Engineer Bob Galati has studied.   Brad commented that with the information that they 

provided they have 760 P.M. peak traffic trips and they are allowed to have up to 847 P.M. 

peak traffic trips which equates to 43 net trips per acre, which is the CAP standard.  Brad 

stated that part of their traffic mitigation was outlined in the developer agreement for the 

overall PUD which included:  

 The extension of SW Langer Farms Parkway north from its current termination at 

Tualatin Sherwood Road to next to the Home Depot connecting to Pacific Highway;  

 An extension of Century Boulevard where they have requested a modification to 

allow curb tight, wide sidewalks on both sides of the street with street trees in tree 

wells that the City Engineer is supportive of;  

 Frontage improvements along SW Tualatin Sherwood Road.     

 

Brad stated the applicant has worked with the County about paying a fee in lieu of the 

improvements because the county is about to do a MSTIP project that would widen Tualatin 

Sherwood Road at the intersection of Roy Rogers and Highway 99.  Brad clarified that 

instead of breaking up the road twice the applicant will pay a fee to the County to do the 

improvements.  Brad added the traffic mitigation included moving the water quality pond and 

moving it over to the water quality facility as well as handling all the water quality treatment.   
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Brad stated that ODOT has requested two additional mitigation measures one of which is to 

lengthen the storage distance on the northbound right-through lane at [99W] which is located 

on SW Sherwood Boulevard as you are coming from Newberg.  Brad stated there is adequate 

right of way and it would probably amount to striping because the paved width is already 

there. Brad stated the second additional measure was to lengthen the distance on the 

northbound left turn lane at SW Roy Rogers Road.  Brad indicated that Seth Brumley from 

ODOT was present to respond to questions the commission might have. Chair Allen asked if 

both measures were with respect to 99W and Brad confirmed.   

 

Brad commented that parking requirements are based on the use and within their calculations 

they would be required to provide between 896-913 spaces, clarifying that the variety is 

whether the fast food and bank spaces are used as retail space.  Brad stated that the applicant 

is proposing between 829-889 spaces which do not include the 30 spaces in the Conditional 

Use Permit.  Brad stated that the code allows up to a 25% reduction for developments that 

have a multiple uses, or shared parking, on the site and with the numbers that they have 

proposed the reduction is between 1.3% and 9.2%.  Brad stated that the average proposed 

range is 4.4 to 4.6 spaces per 1000 square feet of leasable area and the City’s minimum 

parking standard for a minimum retail establishment is 4.1 spaces per 1000 square feet of 

leasable area.  Brad added that the City established minimum space requirement is based on 

worst case scenario, usually the day after Christmas, and this is plenty of parking the 

remainder of the time.   

 

Brad stated that the proposed landscaping includes perimeter and interior landscape areas at 

12.2% of the entire parking area, the applicant would also landscape the visual corridors 

along SW Tualatin Sherwood Road and SW Langer Farms Parkway which are required along 

arterial and collector streets, and site amenities include pedestrian plazas and outdoor seating 

areas.   

 

Brad stated that staff recommended approval of the development subject to the analysis, 

findings, and recommended conditions of approval found in the staff report and staff was 

available for questions.   

 

Chair Allen asked regarding conditions that ODOT recommended and asked if they were 

already included in the staff report or if the Commission needed to consider and add them.   

 

Brad answered that they were included and Kittelson had submitted revised numbers 

subsequent to the ODOT letter received from Seth Brumley.  Brad commented that it is more 

of a timing issue between the County MSTIP improvements and the development of this site 

and ODOT wanted to assure that proposed mitigation measures on Hwy 99 would be 

constructed prior to occupancy so there is enough storage and capacity.  Brad added that the 

SW Tualatin Sherwood Road frontage improvements would not include another lane unless 

the County plans to extend the MSTIP improvements beyond SW Langer Farms Parkway, 

but they would include establishing a curb, gutter, sidewalk, and planter strip.   

 

Chair Allen asked for an explanation of the transportation improvements to understand the 

relationship between the MSTIP improvements and the improvements made by the applicant 

and where there will be three lanes or two lanes once both of the projects are done.  
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Brad stated he was unsure except that the widening on SW Tualatin Sherwood Road will be 

between SW Langer Farms Parkway and Hwy 99 and will extend beyond that to Roy Rogers 

Road becoming narrow again past Hunter’s Ridge. Tom Pessemier, Community 

Development Director, added that the project is still in development and final decisions as to 

the extent of the project have not been made.  Publically they are talking about adding an 

additional lane to the Roy Rogers portion of the road a little past Borchers, then on Tualatin 

Sherwood Road going back to 99W.  Tom stated that the County expects to go to SW Langer 

Farms Parkway and they are hoping to get further, but it will depend on some of the 

mitigation measures and other factors that are determined as they go through the project 

development.  

 

Chair Allen asked if Washington County was aware of the application and how the 

development would affect the roads.  Tom confirmed that there has been coordination 

between the City, the developer, and Washington County and there is an understanding of 

what the “fee in lieu of” is for, adding that the County is thoroughly aware of the 

development potential in Sherwood.   

 

Commissioner Michael Cary asked if the Traffic Impact Analysis (TIA) considered the 

proposed improvements and referred page to 3 of Exhibit D in the packet where it talks about 

the development of the TIA evaluation being based on a shopping center for the number of 

traffic at 8070 weekday trips.  Mr. Cary asked if the evaluations were based on the current 

street improvements or the future street improvements.   

 

Jason Waters, Civil Engineer for the City, answered that the ODOT conditions for the storage 

length and deceleration lanes are based on existing conditions for day of opening without the 

County five lane project.  Jason added that staff has evaluated the project with the County’s 

five lane project and did look at reassurances to day of opening without the County project 

completed.    

 

Mr. Cary commented regarding the 760 trip vs. the maximum of 876 trip allowed and asked 

about the impact to traffic flow if the neighboring property to the south was developed at the 

same time.   

 

Brad answered that the applicant would have to provide a separate Traffic Impact Analysis 

and explained that the way that the Planned Unit Development language was amended in 

2007 it allowed Langer Family LLC to conglomerate their trips on 55 acres and the cap 

allows 43 PM net trips per acre. With 55 acres they have an allotment of traffic that can be 

added to the roadway for the PM peak and every time they come in with a development they 

have to provide a Traffic Impact Analysis to let the City know what kind of traffic the 

development will generate and what the PM trips are going to be.  Brad stated the 

development is under what would be allowed for the 19.8 acres the remainder will shift down 

to the remaining 55 acres.  Brad added that this means they meet the Capacity Allocation 

Program (CAP) which is an agreement between the City and ODOT that states how much 

traffic will be allowed onto Highway 99 over the foreseeable planning future.  This does not 

mean that they would not have to do additional mitigation measures; if they impact the 

intersections that were studied below an acceptable Level of Service then mitigation is 
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required.  Brad said he believed that acceptable Level of Service was Level D or E and if you 

drop below them, the traffic consultant will have recommended measures that the City 

weighs in on.  Dropping below Level F requires mitigation as determined by the City 

Engineering staff to bring the traffic back to an acceptable Level of Service.   

 

Mr. Cary referred to exhibit D in the Planning Commission packet and asked about the 

verbiage that states “any change in anchor store tenant classification” (e.g. discount 

supermarket, discount superstore) in addition to other building classifications that results in 

an increase in the trip generation values above the aggregate value calculation in the TIA will 

not be permitted.” 

 

Brad commented that a lot of people are upset because the applicant has chosen not to name 

the anchor tenant and stated they are not required to name the anchor tenant but to tell the 

City what the use is and staff has to base the decision on what the use is.  Brad said the 

applicant knows and has anticipated that the question will arise.  Their traffic engineer will 

speak to it, but they have adjusted the numbers to account for the other designations, of 

standalone discount store or standalone super discount store, from the shopping center data.  

Brad said that staff has raised these questions and discussed them with the applicant at 

length.  The applicant is prepared to allow for a continuance to allow staff to work through 

those issues as well.   

 

Mr. Cary asked if the number presented to the Commission through the TIA evaluation were 

the adjusted numbers.  

 

Brad confirmed and stated that staff has asked the applicant to justify the information and 

show the data in layman’s terms; where staff could look at the data and compare the different 

scenarios.   

 

Chair Allen added that information in layman’s terms would be helpful adding that he sits at 

the light on Tualatin Sherwood Rd and 99W in rush hour traffic through two or three cycles 

Chair Allen questioned what this project would do to that, what would happen if we didn’t do 

anything, and what will the improvements do to prevent the problem from becoming worse, 

because from a layman’s perspective the problem cannot be solved without a significant 

investments.   

 

Brad explained that it isn’t just about adding roads, more storage, or widening lanes, but also 

about signal timing, trying to anticipate and forecast how people will move through a system.  

A lot of traffic study and analysis is based on empirical data from around the country and 

their own experience of going out and doing independent traffic studies, drawing parallels of 

how people behave in existing systems.   Brad commented that traffic engineers will propose 

traffic mitigation and our traffic engineers will review that mitigation and agree or disagree 

with information which the City Engineer has to translate into layman’s terms.  Brad said we 

are trying to create that information for the Commission as well as the public because traffic 

is a big issue.  The number of cycles a person has to sit through is a level of service issue and 

some jurisdictions are better at it than others.  About signal timing he was unsure what the 

city has for a traffic system.   
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Commissioner Russell Griffin asked if the application is approved as a shopping center 

classification and it turns out to be a freestanding discount superstore what options the City 

has.   

 

Brad answered that the applicant did the traffic study under a shopping center classification 

and accounted for if a standalone super discount store were to be located there. 

 

Mr. Griffin inquired regarding ODOT’s recommendations to lengthen the queue lines for the 

right turn off of 99W onto Tualatin Sherwood Rd, the left turn onto Roy Rogers Rd., the 

frontage improvements on Tualatin Sherwood Rd. next to the subject property, and how the 

“payment in lieu of” to the County effected the project.   

 

Brad answered that the County has to be comfortable with bringing those improvements into 

their project and he did not know what discussions the applicant has had with the County.     

City staff has discussed and doubts the County would entertain the option to bring in the 

queuing length at Sherwood Boulevard into their MSTIP project to allow that improvement 

to be folded into the fee in lieu of. The fee in lieu of is currently for the frontage 

improvements along Tualatin Sherwood Road.   

 

Mr. Griffin asked if the queue lines would have to be done in order for the store to open.   

 

Brad confirmed that ODOT has requested that as conditions.    

 

Commissioner John Clifford asked regarding the traffic study and asked if there was any 

evaluation on existing roads that might be used for alternate routes due to road closures or an 

emergency.   

 

Brad answered that crash data is included but he was unable to answer with any specificity. 

They do look at the existing system as it is today and forecast where traffic will go and gave 

an example of locals using alternate routes.  Brad stated that they try to forecast the most 

convenient, immediate routes and look at existing capacity, which is where the mitigation 

measures come from.  Brad said that the traffic engineer is asked to look at intersections 

where we anticipate there will be impacts, the scope of the study is not limited to city streets 

but opened up to the county and ODOT, and there is coordination with those other agencies.   

 

Mr. Griffin asked if ODOT might adjust the light at Tualatin Sherwood Road and 99W.   

 

Brad said the County might when they do the MSTIP program and commented that the 

MSTIP program was a funded improvement, that is going to happen and it is a matter of 

timing.  Brad added that there will be a signal added at the extension of SW Langer Farms 

Parkway and Tualatin Sherwood Road which will be controlled by the County.  

 

Chair Allen asked if ODOT will be changing the timing of the light.  When Brad was unable 

to answer, Seth Brumley from ODOT Planning was asked to come forward and answer 

questions.   
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Mr. Brumley said he did not know regarding the timing of the light, but the signals on 99W 

are coordinated and he understood that the County had an interest in doing some coordination 

along Tualatin Sherwood Road but he was not on that project and was unaware of what they 

were.   

 

Commissioner Lisa Walker inquired if the light at Baler Way was to be removed when they 

installed the light at Langer Farms Parkway.   

 

Mr. Brumley was unable to answer. Tom Pessemier answered that the County was still 

looking at signal configuration and said there has been more earnest discussion about 

removing the light going into the theater parking lot and then improving Baler.  Tom 

commented that Mr. Brumley was speaking of different MSTIP funded project regarding 

advanced traffic signal systems.  They have done a portion in Tualatin and have funds 

allocated to do a system from Teton all the way through Sherwood and they are currently 

working with ODOT to determine whether or not they will tie that signal into the traffic 

system.  Tom said he thought ODOT has allocated money to a stretch along 99W through 

Sherwood as a separate project and neither project has anything to do with this application.   

 

Chair Allen asked if that meant the commission should consider the application with the 

assumption that no conditions about the operations of the lights on Tualatin Sherwood Road 

and 99W will change.  Discussion ensued regarding the changes that will happen over time 

with no answers as to what they might be.   

 

Commissioner Walker asked regarding the County MSTIP funds hoping to go as far as 

Langer Farms Parkway and the fee in lieu of funds enabling the County to go past Langer 

Farms Parkway. 

 

Tom answered that the County intends to get as far as Langer Farms Parkway and the 

proposal is that the fee in lieu of is to take it past Langer Farms Parkway and to do the front 

edge of the subject property, but the County might be able to go even farther down the road 

and the County has not figured out how far they can go.   

 

Jason Waters, Civil Engineer, added that Washington County has some of the options 

published on their website.  One option shows a taper lane in front of the subject property, 

which tapers from five lanes to single lanes.  They have to pick a zone to taper it back down 

and they are basically taking the same situation in front of the Red Robin and pushing it to 

the northeast area of the subject property.   

 

Brad Kilby stated he had received a letter from Casey Overcamp (see record, Exhibit S) who 

had to leave early and submitted written testimony in support of the project.   

 

Commissioner Griffin asked regarding the 30 parking spaces for the Conditional Use Permit 

(CUP 12-02).  Brad answered they were for an outdoor sales area such as for Christmas trees 

or a sidewalk sale.  Commissioner Griffin queried if they were for the applicant to reserve for 

use, certain times of the year, to fence off per the Conditional Use Permit.   Brad confirmed 

and said they could use the spaces year round, in the same spot and they could request a 
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Temporary Use Permit for more spaces.   Chair Allen advised that they would not include the 

accessible spaces.  Brad confirmed.  

 

Comissioner Clifford asked if the cart corrals were included in the required parking.  Brad 

answered that the cart corrals are designated on the site plan and were not counted toward 

parking area.  

With no other questions from the commission, Chair Allen asked for the applicant to testify.   

 

Matt Grady, representing the applicant, from Gramor Development, 19767 SW 72
nd

 Ave, 

Suite 100, Tualatin.  Mr. Grady stated he would give a presentation (see record, Exhibit 3) 

that would take about 15 minutes and would save the remainder of the time for rebuttal. Mr. 

Grady described Gramor’s involvement in the Sherwood area development which included 

the Albertson’s shopping center and Target/ Langer Farms Marketplace, as well as projects in 

Wilsonville, Beaverton, and Lake Oswego.  Mr. Grady commented on having a project team 

present and introduced team members from Tiland/ Schmidt Architects, Harper Houf 

Petterson Rigehllis, AKS Engineering & Forestry, Chris Freshley Landscape Architects, 

MKE and Associates, Kittelson and Associates, and Land Use Attorney, Seth King.   

 

Mr. Grady showed a colored site plan showing PUD Phase 7 which is 19.8 acres in size with 

191,130 square feet of comprised from six commercial buildings and an anchor tenant.  Mr. 

Grady indicated they were working through the due diligence period with a potential anchor 

tenant and when all of the contingencies are accepted and released they will tell who they are 

when deal was signed.  He indicated that they continue to work towards a good design to 

meet the criterion of approval.   Mr. Grady commented on the fast food pad near Tualatin 

Sherwood Road that was 3500 square feet and said it could switch to a retail store of about 

4000 square feet.   On the corner was a 10,000 square foot restaurant and there is ample 

space within the plazas on the side for people to hang out on the corners of the project.  Mr. 

Grady stated that Pad C is considered the Bank pad which could also be swapped out for 

retail space of about 4900 square feet.  Mr. Grady commented that there are three other 

buildings that look larger in size that will divided into multiple pieces with tenant spaces 

ranging from 800 square feet to 1200 or 2600 square feet and they are working with brokers 

for those spaces. 

 

Mr. Grady commented regarding site circulation and, referring to the presentation, stated that 

light blue was the main truck pattern coming off of Century Drive with a turnaround area big 

enough for trucks 65 foot and bigger to turn around and come back out onto Century Drive.  

The idea is to keep the trucks away from the front of the store and from coming in off of 

Langer Farms Parkway which is a potential safety issue.  Mr. Grady commented that the 

green dashed line was the main vehicle circulation routes with one access coming off of 

Langer Farms Parkway and three other accesses (two primarily for vehicle access) off of 

Century Drive.  Mr. Grady stated that pedestrian walkways are represented as the red line 

and there are two pedestrian access points off of Tualatin Sherwood Road and six direct 

connection points into the project, spaced at about 160 feet apart, around the corner.  These 

points connect to an internal walkway that runs across the store frontages parallel to Langer 

Farms Parkway.  Two more pedestrian access points are by Building F at the corner of 

Century Drive and the one that comes across the front of the anchor building that leads to 

two main spines that are about 250 feet apart from each other which align directly with the 
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two main entry points of the anchor building.   Mr. Grady commented on working with the 

City Engineers regarding pedestrian safety in the parking area.   

 

Mr. Grady commented regarding the landscaping plan and indicated that the pages labeled 

L.1- L.4 in the plans showed details about plant species and location.  Mr. Grady noted that 

there were currently no trees on the site and the total proposed landscaping in the parking lot 

alone is 12.2% with the standard currently at 10%.  The parking lot island spaces average one 

per every 9.4 spaces and the standard is one per every fifteen spaces.  Mr. Grady added that 

263 trees were added to the site, equating to one tree for every 430 square feet and did not 

count any trees under the power lines.  The landscaping was compared to a 31% tree canopy 

per the new tree canopy code, which this is not subject to.  Mr. Grady said there were 3500 

shrubs on the site and the new standard is roughly 1800 shrubs.   Mr. Grady stated they were 

endorsing a 15 foot, landscaped visual corridor for Tualatin Sherwood Road and   a 10 foot 

landscape zone along Langer Farms Parkway.   

 

Next in the presentation Mr. Grady covered building materials and colors used, stating the 

development team was passionate about making this project special for the area so people 

would be proud of it.  Mr. Grady explained that the project will use board and baton, lap 

siding, stucco, brick, split face CMU, smooth face CMU, shingles, metal roofing, wooden 

beams, ledgestone bases, awnings and canopies and each building will have some unity and 

differences within the project.  The anchor will have ledgestone bases along the main 

vestibules entrances, the gables will have metal roofing, and the façade will be undulating 

and have different colors.  Mr. Grady showed an artist renderings of the project from an 

aerial view, at the main entrance, south of building D, and at the corner between buildings E 

and F.   

 

Mr. Grady showed the off-site improvements and stated he hoped to answer a few questions 

concerning the timing of the project. The applicant will build a Regional Storm Water 

Quality Facility and extend Century Drive, which must be approved and accepted by the City 

before any occupancy permit is granted for anything in Phase 7.   Mr. Grady said the County 

has looked at the frontage improvements and given the applicant an option to pay an in lieu 

fee and the applicant will be dedicating land to the County for the improvement to take place 

through the subdivision application recently upheld by the Commission.  The applicant is not 

sure what has to be done there, and needs to confer with the County and get plans approved 

through them.  Mr. Grady commented on the all way traffic signal at Langer Farms Parkway 

and Tualatin Sherwood Road and stated the County could allow an in lieu fee, but the only 

way to control the timing of opening is to have the County review and approve a design and 

construct it when Langer Farms north is constructed.  Mr. Grady showed the two locations 

for the lane extensions that were conditioned by ODOT and stated they also had timetable 

issues.  Mr. Grady commented that if the MSTIP project for the widening of Tualatin 

Sherwood Road was completed there would not be the need to extend the lane queues, but if 

the applicant wants to open up, as scheduled, and the project is still going on, we need to 

have approved construction plans to do those improvements within the existing right of way. 

Mr. Grady commented regarding the off-site improvements as related to the TIA report 

which was scoped out and reviewed with the City, Washington County, and ODOT.  Mr. 

Grady commented about using a different classification other than a shopping center 
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classification and stated the applicant believes they meet the intent of those other uses and 

would like time to assure staff that the intent has been met.   

 

Mr. Grady stated the applicant has met the site plan criterion of approval, adding that they 

did ask for a 9.2% parking reduction but could have asked for a 25% reduction.  Part of the 

swing in the reduction is whether the storm water pond is removed and they were confident 

the storm water pond will be moved.  Mr. Grady stated the applicant has applied for a 

Conditional Use Permit for outside sales on the north side of the anchor store and commented 

regarding the need for the Conditional Use Permit, the number of parking spaces used, and 

the location’s impact.  Mr. Grady requested the acceptance of the staff approval of the 

application pending a continuance request to leave the record open.   

 

Chair Allen asked how much time the applicant took for their testimony.  Kirsten Allen 

answered 17 minutes.  Chair Allen stated they reserved 13 minutes for rebuttal.    

  

Chair Allen reminded anyone interested in testifying to fill out a blue comment form and 

asked for public comment.   

 

Robert James Claus, 22211 SW Pacific Hwy, Sherwood.  Mr. Claus commented regarding 

the use of the clock to time the testimonies.  Mr. Claus commented regarding the building of 

the Home Depot in Sherwood by calling it a lumber yard, ODOT placing a light at the 

intersection and zoning.  Mr. Claus commented that the project was a conspiracy to restrain 

trade and that it goes to the very nature of competition in the marketplace. Mr. Claus said it 

was $4000 to appeal this application and stated he had appealed the parceling to LUBA and 

the applicant cannot do anything until they get the parcel through.  Mr. Claus commented on 

the 2900, or 8,000-14,000 additional cars if it’s Wal-Mart, suggested by the traffic report and 

his suspicions why the land has to be parceled, adding that Wal-Mart won’t buy it.  Mr. Claus 

commented regarding a letter of intent at $15 a foot, not building on Shannon and 

Broadhurst’s property, and the Mayor telling them to build on Langer property.  Mr. Claus 

said the Commission could call Wal-Mart and ask them if they were going to buy the 

property or if it was a clever tax swap where the applicant puts up the building and Wal-Mart 

pays for the RV storage.  Mr. Claus commented that we will get a Wal-Mart without a Home 

Depot hearing.  Mr. Claus commented that the staff has a vested interest in the outcome and 

has to get something in there that can borrow bond.  Mr. Claus repeated his request for a two 

week continuance and suggested the commission call Wal-Mart or ask the applicant.  Mr. 

Claus commented regarding the 1995 Code, said the property was no longer a PUD, and 

stated it was an end run that a contract attorney has advised somebody how to do.  Mr. Claus 

commented regarding the end ratios and size fitting Wal-Mart and the use of the term anchor 

tenant for a free standing, mass merchandizer, category killer.  Mr. Claus commented 

regarding the law suit he was planning for conspiracy to restrain trade.      

 

Jim Haynes, 22300 SW Schmeltzer, Sherwood.  Mr. Haynes stated he was present as a 

private citizen and an advocate for Sherwood’s future, for job opportunities, and economic 

development.   Mr. Haynes stated he had submitted written testimony and said he would read 

a couple of excerpts.  Mr. Haynes commented that further and ongoing development of 

Sherwood’s retail business community is fuel both for the local economy and a way to 

develop Sherwood’s human capital and large retail stores will draw local, area, and regional 
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shopper’s community.  Mr. Haynes said that these customers will seek other goods and 

services that are not offered by that single store or a combination of stores and may also buy 

gasoline, sandwiches and other specialty items from other Sherwood businesses which adds 

to our tax base, helps other businesses survive and grow, as well as advertises Sherwood as a 

great place to live and work.  Mr. Haynes commented that the retail ripple effect will mean 

jobs, for young people, students and part timers that help people get ahead.  Mr. Haynes 

commented regarding his right to advocate for Sherwood development and stated he attached 

a list of his involvement in the community over the years.  

 

Brad Kilby stated that Leanna Knutson was unable to stay and submitted a written testimony, 

in favor of, which was cataloged as Exhibit T.  

 

Wes Freadman, 21315 SW Baler Way, Sherwood.  Mr. Freadman stated he was in favor of 

the development and commented on the opportunities for shops, jobs, and tax revenue. Mr. 

Freadman commented on the view coming into Sherwood and the project adding desirability 

and value to Sherwood property.    

 

Susan Claus, 22211 SW Pacific Hwy, Sherwood.  Ms. Claus commented that the land was 

industrial and converting the 55 acres to retail and jobs for low end retail workers was a 

shame.  Ms. Claus said the land was supposed to be for jobs that could support families and it 

is a loss that we do not deserve as a city.  Ms. Claus commented on Langer Farms Parkway 

being an $8 million improvements, with $4 million provided by the county and $4 million 

and change provided by the City with a 20% cut to the staff.  Ms. Claus commented 

regarding one million dollars coming out of Urban Renewal for the road and suggested that 

the money should be tracked and go back into the urban renewal fund.   Ms. Claus 

commented that the in lieu of or traffic fees be given back to urban renewal for the art center 

and money to spend in Old Town.  Ms. Claus commented regarding the 2010 development 

agreement and up to $500,000 to be used to punch through Century Drive which was not an 

obligation of the PUD.  Ms. Claus said that staff is promoting the urban renewal funds be 

used and the applicant will get credited 500,000 additional dollars from urban renewal.  Ms. 

Claus referred to an article in the paper concerning cuts to the art center and stated the whole 

reason urban renewal was initiated in 2000 was to build a beautiful art center that will suffer 

death by a thousand cuts and will be a small part of what was planned.  Ms. Claus 

commented on $20,000 worth of improvements coming to Tualatin Sherwood Road and 

Langer Farms Parkway that enhances the bottom line for the sale price of the Langer PUD, 

the millions in benefits in zoning and code changes, and said there should be an obligation to 

put a little back into the town.  Ms. Claus asked what it hurt to say who the anchor tenant was 

and to let our businesses have some preparations so that they can close up shop.   

   

Eugene Stewart, PO Box 534, Sherwood.  Mr. Stewart stated that he owned property in 

Sherwood, lived outside of town, but has lived in the area since 1946 and he has seen a lot of 

changes. Mr. Stewart commented that one of the problems with traffic is a truck coming 

down 99W northbound has two possibilities to get to I-5; Tualatin Sherwood Road or at the 

far end of Tigard.  Mr. Stewart questioned how truck traffic was figured into this and 

suggested that there were more than three trucks on the road for every one hundred cars.  Mr. 

Stewart said when you get into Tualatin in the afternoon it is almost 30-40% trucks trying to 

get onto I-5.  Mr. Stewart commented that in the mornings when he goes to work from 
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Meinecke back to Sunset the traffic is getting heavier.  Mr. Stewart asked what this will do to 

traffic in Old Town and if people will try to turn at Home Depot to cut through Old Town to 

get home.  Cars driving through Old Town do not help the businesses there.  Mr. Stewart 

commented that the project did not look bad and asked how the city has replaced the 

industrial property to balance things out.    Mr. Stewart commented on the traffic that will be 

generated and said it appears to him that there is as much traffic on Barbur now as there was 

before they built I-5 and the problem he sees is there is no beltline system to get around the 

town.  It should be at least five lanes around the city so people can get around easily and 

alleviate a lot of the problems.  Mr. Stewart said he would like a condition of approval that 

looks at the traffic in six months and fixes problems if the studies are wrong.   We need to 

look at it in a progressive way so we do not keep burying ourselves.     

 

Jennifer Harris, 21484 SW Roellich Ave, Sherwood. Ms. Harris commented on her concern 

for a large discount store and the increase in traffic.  With an anchor store that size, logic can 

weed out who we are talking about.  Ms. Harris noted that outdoor sales might have fertilizer 

and garden supplies and asked how any pollution problems and items harmful to the 

environment might be handled and can the tenant be trusted.  Ms. Harris expressed her 

concern for crime outside of big box stores and asked how this tenant moving in might affect 

other businesses in Sherwood.  Ms. Harris inquired if it would do Sherwood any good if the 

store is filled with cheaper groceries, clothes, or whatever it is if Albertsons or Safeway has 

to close.  She asked what the City will do with those locations and those employees who have 

to find work at another store for a lower wage.  Ms. Harris said we don’t know who the 

tenant will be, but this is the big picture and there are other places for high school students to 

work.  Ms. Harris said that local stores keep their money local, and is used in our community 

up to eight times, but big box stores send their money back to the corporate office. We don’t 

see that money stay in the community, in our Relay for Life, in our own families.  Ms. Harris 

said these are her concerns along with the traffic, pollution, and obvious problems, but also 

the small things that affect our families.     

 

 

Chair Allen asked Ms. Harris if she thought Sherwood was a better or worse community with 

Target. 

 

Ms. Harris answered she might not say worse, but different.  Ms. Harris said she was not 

excited about different and she loved who Sherwood is and how it is. Ms. Harris commented 

that Sherwood has received recognition as a best town to live in and raise a family in and a 

discount store makes those awards and the appeal of Sherwood go away.  Ms. Harris stated 

she disagreed that property values would go up overall and statistically large retail store like 

this that go in do not have a positive effect on the community.  Ms. Harris said the 

community may change over the next ten years it may be fine, but a citizen that was there 

before   may not say it was a positive change. 

 

Jason Doppée, 18517 SW Colfelt Lane, Sherwood.  Mr. Doppée stated that he supported 

economic growth of Sherwood, but he does not support the assumed anchor store.   Mr. 

Doppée said he enjoyed many of the projects mentioned by the developer and asked the City 

Council to hold off on making a decision anchor until an tenant is specified.  Mr. Doppée 

commented on his traffic concerns and that his research shows that Wal-Mart tends to have 
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developers use them as an unspecified tenant until it is too late to keep them out.  Mr.Doppée 

stated he has an MBA and every professor used Wal-Mart as an example of how not to run a 

company and how not to treat a community. Mr.Doppée asked that the Commisssion to 

consider the impact on local businesses and downtown.  Mr.Doppée noted that for every job 

created by Wal-Mart it costs the community 1.5 jobs lost elsewhere.   It will increase lost 

wages over time, decrease wages, have poor working conditions, inadequate healthcare, and 

70% of their employees leave within the first year. Mr.Doppée commented on deteriorated 

Wal-Mart stores, the communities around them, and the increase in crime.    Mr.Doppée said 

he did not want Wal-Mart to jeopardize Sherwood and asked that the commission postpone 

the decision, determine which store will move into the community, and think about the long 

term economic impact that Wal-Mart might have in our community.   

 

Charles Boyle, 21426 SW Massey Terrace, Sherwood.  Mr. Boyle clarified that he has 

submitted written testimony (see Exhibit O in the packet) and stated he found several things 

to be deficient with the proposal although the developer states they meet all of the conditions.  

Mr. Boyle stated that the City requires that drive through lanes should not be between 

buildings and residential or streets around.  Each drive through is proposed to be between the 

building and the street.  Mr. Boyle said the onsite circulation proposes convenient pedestrian 

access and in his opinion drive thrus are not convenient for pedestrian access.  Mr. Boyle 

commented regarding the applicant providing Covenants, Conditions and Restrictions 

(CC&R) following approval and said he found it more necessary to have the CC&Rs 

provided before approval, as a condition of approval.  Then items like peak hour of operation 

for each business can be determined based on use to decide if they qualify for the 9% parking 

reduction.     Mr. Boyle commented regarding the staff report where it states in the 95 PUD 

that they are looking for a front porch society and that this is supposed to be a main gateway 

to the City of Sherwood and Old Town.  A big box store like this is most likely to be a Wal-

Mart as Fred Meyer has already purchased land by the Providence development and Winco 

has said they are not coming in. Not many people comment on how fancy a Wal-Mart is but 

do their shopping and leave town.  Mr. Boyle commented on thieves considering Wal-Mart 

as a 24 hour opportunity for theft.   Mr. Boyle noted that “buildings shall be located adjacent 

to and flush with the street subject to landscape corridor and setbacks” and commented that 

adjacent to and flush with means directly contiguous with minus those borders of shrubbery, 

trees or sidewalk.  The anchor store does not meet that, because the size is too big and maybe 

it should be smaller.  Mr. Boyle commented that a Wilsonville shopping center is very 

similar to this and their building codes for the traffic analysis used an 820 shopping center 

along with a Fred Meyer separate from that, whereas this development used an 820 

classification for the entire complex, minus the drive thrus.  The 820 draws on average 3.73 

trips per unit and a big box store would draw 4.99 trips per unit.  With just that basic 

difference it would put them well over the 847 and closer to the mid-900s or 1000.   

 

With no other public comments Chair Allen asked for applicant rebuttal.  The applicant 

asked for a few minutes.  Chair Allen called for a recess at 8:49 pm. 

 

Chair Allen reconvened the meeting at 8:57 pm and moved to rebuttal from the applicant.  

Chair Allen stated the applicant had 13 minutes for rebuttal. 
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Seth King,  Land Use Attorney for Perkins Couie representing the applicant, 1120 NW 

Couch Street, 10
th

 Floor, Portland.  Mr. King introduced Chris Brehmer from Kittelson & 

Associates and indicated he will speak next.  Mr. King commented that much of the 

testimony was based on speculation, not on substantial evidence or directed at applicable 

approval criteria.  Mr. King commented that there was a lot of talk about the identity of the 

potential tenants and reminded that as staff noted, the identity of tenants is not an approval 

criterion for the city and the Planning Commission’s decision on approval must be based on 

the approval criteria.  Therefore the identity of tenants or the speculation of tenants cannot be 

a basis to approve or deny the application.  Mr. King stated the applicant is working to try to 

identify tenants for the site and that will come later in the event that the project is approved.   

 

Mr. King referred to previous testimony regarding a conspiracy to restrain trade and 

commented that it was based on speculation and there is no substantial evidence to support 

his arguments.  Mr. King remarked on testimony regarding the land being zoned industrial 

and referred to the approved PUD that allows the applicant to elect a variety of different uses.  

The applicant is vested for retail uses and exercising that right to move forward on that.  This 

was done earlier in a development agreement which the City Council has approved.  Mr. 

King countered claims that urban renewal money was used for road improvements by stating 

that the property was within the Urban Renewal District and the development of it will 

generate revenue to fund additional urban renewal projects.   Mr. King remarked on the deal 

with the City to fund the extension of Century Drive stating that this was negotiated in the 

amended development agreement in that the applicant agreed to take on certain 

improvements to Century Drive that were not obligations that the applicant originally had 

and the applicant is fulfilling those obligations .   

 

Mr. King stated there was also testimony relating to impacts to existing small businesses and 

commented that this was speculative in light of the fact the exact composition of the tenants 

in the site have not been identified.  Gramor Development is an experienced developer and 

would not be in Sherwood if the market were not strong for the retail market and they are 

confident that there is sufficient demand to support these new businesses… there is demand 

to go around.   

 

Mr. King commented about the concerns that the proposed project would violate the City’s 

drive thru standards and the buildings not being flush to the street and submitted that the 

standards are not applicable because the applicant is using an alternative option of the 

commercial design matrix.  Under that matrix the applicant is to demonstrate, and has 

demonstrated, compliance with five different areas of commercial design.   Mr. King 

commented that the codes referenced by Mr. Boyle say that the applicant “should” do those 

things and are not mandatory.  Regarding the concern for CC&Rs, Mr. King stated they were 

not required to be submitted at this time.    Mr. King added that there has been a request to 

keep the record open and said the applicant is supportive of a reasonable period for holding 

the record open.   

 

Chris Brehmer, Principle Engineer with Kittelson & Associates, 610 SW Alder Street, Suite 

700, Portland.  Mr. Brehmer explained that Kittelson prepared the traffic impact study for the 

site in a collaborative effort with Washington County, Oregon Department of Transportation 

(ODOT), City staff, and the City’s on-call traffic consultant DKS Associates stating it is an 
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extensive study with a lot of traffic impacts and mitigations as discussed this evening.  Mr. 

Brehmer said he believed the transportation system will be better because of the 

improvements.  Mr. Brehmer commented regarding the signal timing assumptions related to 

the ODOT signal on Tualatin Sherwood Road and stated that the traffic study is predicated 

on maintaining the existing signal timing pre-MSTIP project from the county, adding that 

they were not allowed change or influence signal timing.  With the initial build out they are 

forecasting that in the peak 15 minutes, of the peak hour, the westbound queue will grow by 

2-3 car lengths.  When the County’s project comes online, which is anticipated in 2014, the 

modeling documented in the September 11, 2012 memorandum, will drop by over half and 

traffic should get through the light on one or two cycles instead of the two to three being 

experienced now.  Mr. Brehmer commented that truck traffic was documented in the study 

and the actual traffic counts separate passenger cars from heavy vehicles and the number of 

trucks in the traffic stream is accounted for in the analysis including the queuing analysis 

where the length of trucks is accounted for.  Mr. Brehmer commented regarding the bigger 

picture and stated it was a sizable and comprehensive study with twenty one intersections 

studied as dictated by the different agencies.  Mr. Brehmer commented regarding trip 

generation and gave the analogy of a bank account with $100 in it.  You can withdraw the 

$100 in different increments but you cannot withdraw more than the account has. That is how 

the traffic study has been approached.  There are a certain number of trips that cannot be 

exceeded and there are various ways that those trips can be used.   Mr. Brehmer explained 

that, in his experience, most people do not know who their end tenants are so the traffic study 

is sized with the worst case scenario.  A trip number is set up there will be an assurance from 

the City that the project does not go over that trip number.  Mr. Brehmer said the applicant 

will work with the City staff to document that the traffic is covered.  Mr. Brehmer stated that 

Kittelson & Associates prepared the traffic study for Target, and there were questions about 

the study at that time, but most people would acknowledge that the traffic has worked fairly 

well and the traffic impacts were consistent with what was forecast.  Mr. Brehmer said that 

Kittelson has worked in the community for over 25 years and works on situations for private 

developers and on contract from time to time for ODOT, Washington County, and sometimes 

even the City.  We approach these studies from a balanced perspective, have an ethical 

responsibility to present the facts, and provide information to base decisions on.  

 

Chair Allen asked for questions from Commission members.  

 

Commissioner Cary commented regarding the queue increase of 2-3 more cars asked if that 

put it in a Level of Service Category F.  

 

Mr. Brehmer answered that it did not and operating standards in terms of level of service will 

still met.  

 

Mr. Cary asked regarding the trip numbers and asked what happened in the case of an 

overdraw. 

 

Mr. Brehmer answered that the way the conditions are written additional traffic analysis 

would be needed to document what the additional impacts of the trips are and if mitigations 

would be required.   
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Mr. Cary inquired who would be responsible for the additional analysis.   

 

Mr. Brehmer answered that the applicant would be required to provide a supplemental study 

in coordination with the City, County and State.  When the final tenants are known, Kittelson 

will be asked to provide documentation as to what the trip generation of those uses are 

compared to the traffic study and will be reviewed by the agencies.  What we are aiming to 

do over the next two weeks is to provide  documentation up front so that it is in the record 

and not an issue because the technical base will be in place.  

 

Mr. Cary asked regarding the assumption for the tenant.   

 

Mr. Brehmer replied that the trip generation assumptions are based on a shopping center.  

The Target was treated as a shopping center with some of the pads broken out into fast food 

and different supplemental uses.  If there is a scenario that comes back and the shopping 

center use is no longer appropriate, the trip generation numbers would be recalculated to 

confirm that the project was still within the bank account of trips that has been set up.  We 

will be providing that information during the open record period.   

 

Chair Allen summarized that today the applicant has given hypothetical trip generation 

numbers based on a mix of tenants that is a blended number within the City standards.  If the 

tenants were to come in with more fast food restaurants, the numbered would have to be 

recalculated and to use the analogy may overdraw.  Chair Allen asked if the applicant was 

hoping to be more specific with those numbers during the open record period. 

 

Mr. Brehmer explained that there have been specific questions as to if the tenant is a super 

discount store and we are going to provide those calculations as to the trip generation based 

on a super discount store so the Commission can compare the different scenarios side by 

side.      

 

Chair Allen commented that one of the things that was attractive to him was the curb tight 

pad developments around the perimeter and asked if one possible outcome was if the anchor 

tenant was too large to allow for all of the pad development.   

 

Mr. Brehmer answered that the expectation is that the pads would remain.  The trip 

generation is sized with a shopping center such that it could evolve to other uses.    

 

Chair Allen asked staff regarding dates for a continuance.   

 

Brad stated the Council had three meeting dates to the end of the year and under the 120 day 

rule all local appeals have to be exhausted by that time. Brad explained that there are 14 days 

to file an appeal after the decision is made.  The appeal would be to City Council and a 20 

day notice is required for the appeal hearing.   

 

Discussion ensued regarding options for continuance and tolling the 120 day deadline.   

 

Chair Allen asked if the applicant would toll the deadline to December 19, 2012.   
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Mr. King stated the applicant would agree to toll the decision until December 19, 2012.  The 

applicant would prefer to close the public hearing, with a 14-7-7 schedule.  Fourteen days to 

accept written testimony from anyone, seven days for rebuttal evidence, and seven days for 

final written argument and come back to the Commission for a decision.      

 

Chair Allen closed the public hearing and asked for a motion.   

 

Motion: From Commissioner James Copfer for the Planning Commission to Close The 

Hearing on the Application for the Langer Farms Phase 7 Shopping Center (SP 12-05) 

and Conditional Use (CUP 12-02), Leaving the Written Record Open for Submission 

and Additional Testimony for Fourteen Days for Anyone to Submit Additional 

Testimony Ending at 5pm on October 9, Allowing Seven Days for Anyone to Rebut 

Information Received Within the First Fourteen Day Period Ending at 5pm on October 

16, and Seven Days for the Applicant to Submit Final Response With No New 

Testimony Permitted to be Provided Ending at 5pm on October 23, Continuing the 

Commission’s Deliberations on the Matter Until October 23
rd

, Acknowledging That the 

Applicant Has Agreed to Toll the 120 days to the 19
th

 of December.      Seconded by 

Commissioner Brad Albert, All Commission Members Voted in Favor. 

 

9. Adjourn 

Chair Allen adjourned the meeting at 9:26 pm.   

 

 

 

Submitted by 

 

 

 

________________________________________ 

Kirsten Allen, Department Program Coordinator 
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MEMORANDUM 
 

 

  
  
  

 

DATE: October 12, 2012 

TO: Sherwood City Planning Commission 

FROM: Brad Kilby, AICP Senior Planner 

SUBJECT: Langer Farms Phase 7 Shopping Center 

 

The purpose of this memorandum is to provide you with a staff 
analysis of the additional information and testimony received by 

October 9th regarding the Langer Farms Phase 7 Shopping Center.  As 

you may remember, the Planning Commission left the written record 

open for a period of 14 days to receive new evidence and testimony, 

an additional 7 days for anyone to respond to the new evidence, and a 
final 7 day period for the applicant to construct their closing 

arguments that will be provided to you at the Planning Commission 

meeting of October 23, 2012.  The testimony and evidence that this 

memorandum addresses was accepted until 5PM on October 9, 2012.  

Testimony responding to the information described in this memo 

(received by October 9, 2012) is due no later than 5:00 p.m. on 
October 16, 2012. Due to the timing necessary to get the packets out, 

testimony received by 5:00 on October 16th will be transmitted under 

separate cover. 

 

Staff received seven items from the applicant related to the 
conditions, and responding to testimony from the applicant, and two 

items from private property owners. Each item that was submitted is 

discussed below in the order that it was received. 

 

1. E-mail from Keith Jones, Senior Planner from Harper 
Houf Peterson Righellis Inc. (HHPR) regarding condition 

43 of the original staff report. (Exhibit U to the record) 

 

Staff Analysis: Staff recommended condition #43, which states, 

“Prior to the issuance of building permits, the applicant shall provide a 

revised parking lot plan that demonstrates that the proposed 
overhang areas are provided in addition to the required on-site and 

perimeter landscaping. “ Mr. Jones provided a plan that illustrates the 

location of the proposed overhang areas and demonstrates that the 

proposed required on-site and perimeter landscaping is provided. The 

Code requires that 10% of the paved parking area be dedicated to 
landscaping.  After deducting the overhang areas, the applicant 
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maintains 11.6% of interior landscaping thereby meeting the standards.  

Perimeter landscaping along SW Langer Farms Parkway, and SW Century Blvd 

is required to be a minimum of 10 feet and 15 feet wide respectively.  As 
proposed, the overhang areas do not encroach into the required landscaping.  

Finally the code requires that 50% of the required parking area landscaping is 

interior to the site. As proposed, and illustrated on the plan, 65% of the 

parking lot landscaping is inside. 

 
If this information was submitted at the time of review, staff would have 

determined that the standards were satisfied, and would not have required the 

condition; therefore, based on the new evidence provided, staff would 

recommend that the Planning Commission remove this condition from the final 

decision should they decide to approve the development.  

 
2. E-mail from Keith Jones, Senior Planner for HHPR regarding 

conditions 51 and 52 of the original staff report. (Exhibit V to the 

record) 

 

Staff Analysis: Staff recommended conditions 51 and 52 based on comments 
received from the Oregon Department of Transportation on August 31, 2012.  

Subsequent to that letter and prior to the hearing, ODOT revised the letter 

dated September 18, 2012 based on updated information submitted to them 

by the applicant.  The difference between the two memorandums amounts to 

whether or not the County MSTIP improvements to SW Roy Rogers Road on 
the north side of Highway 99, and SW Tualatin Sherwood Road on the south 

side of Highway 99 are complete by the time the applicant intends to seek 

occupancy.  Conditions 51 and 52 are imposed to ensure that there is adequate 

storage at the intersections of Highway 99 and Sherwood Blvd, and Highway 

99 and SW Roy Rogers Road for cars that intend to turn northbound from the 

Highway.  
 

In speaking with ODOT staff, the conditions are warranted based on the 

perceived timing of construction.  This means that if the shopping center is 

constructed before the County MSTIP project, then the storage and extension 

of the deceleration lanes are warranted.  If on the other hand, the shopping 
center is phased to coincide with the construction of the County MSTIP project, 

the conditions are not warranted. Therefore, the applicant has requested that 

the conditions be amended to account for the timing of both projects as 

follows: 

 
51. The northbound right turn lane on Highway 99W onto SW Sherwood 

Boulevard will exceed the available storage (625' versus 415'). The 

applicant shall either increase the right turn storage length from 415' to 

625', open the project after the County MSTIP 3D project is in place, or 

phase the project so the traffic generated does not exceed the existing 
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available storage. The improvement, if needed, shall also include the 

associated deceleration lane distance. 

 
52. The northbound right turn lane on Highway 99W onto Sherwood Boulevard 

will exceed the available storage (625' versus 415'). The applicant shall 

either increase the right turn storage length from 415' to 625', open the 

project after the County MSTIP 3D project is in place, or phase the project 

so the traffic generated does not exceed the existing available storage. The 
improvement, if needed, shall also include the associated deceleration lane 

distance. 

 

The applicant’s proposed modifications to the existing recommended conditions 

are underlined in the text of the two conditions. Given that the added language 

affords the applicant the latitude to time the improvements consistent with 
ODOT’s revised comments, staff sees no issues with amending the conditions 

as proposed.  

 

However, the applicant should understand that a letter from ODOT confirming 

that the condition has been met will be required in order to obtain the 
Certificate of Occupancy.  In other words, the conditions were recommended 

from ODOT to address a discrepancy on an ODOT facility. So the City will not 

be in the position of speaking on ODOT’s behalf regarding the conditions, it will 

be incumbent upon the applicant to obtain a letter from ODOT confirming that 

the condition has been met.  
 

 

3. Letter from Seth King, Attorney at Perkins Coie proposing 

findings and an amendment to Condition #27 related to trip 

generation. (Exhibit W to the record) 

 
STAFF ANALYSIS: Staff generally agrees with Mr. King’s assessment, but 

would like to clarify that Condition #27 was originally proposed by staff to 

address the same concern raised in public testimony, that specific uses would 

not fit ITE category 820 (Shopping Center), specifically the proposed 145,000 

square foot anchor tenant building, and staff’s concern that the original traffic 
study submitted by Kittelson & Associates did not adequately describe how 

applying ITE category 820 over 180,800 square foot of building space was  

conservative enough to allow the anchor tenant to be either ITE category 820, 

813 or 815 without providing additional traffic mitigation measures. 

 
After the September 25, 2012 Planning Commission meeting, the applicant 

submitted supplemental information from Kittelson & Associates applying ITE 

category 813 (free-standing discount superstore) and 815 (free-standing 

discount store) to the anchor building, while keeping the retail, bank, 

restaurant, and fast-food spaces unchanged, resulting in less or equal impact 
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upon the transportation system than what was documented in the original 

traffic study.   

 
Engineering Department staff, along with the City’s on-call traffic engineer, 

DKS & Associates, reviewed the supplemental information and found that it 

provided sufficient detail to satisfy the intent of Condition #27.  Furthermore, if 

the applicant submits a final site plan not matching the development that is 

approved (e.g. building sizes change), or if a tenant does not fit the categories 
and trip generation documented in the traffic impact analysis, then existing 

code language authorizes staff to require a modification to the site plan and 

submittal of a revised traffic impact analysis to assess impacts and mitigation 

measures prior to issuing building permits. 

 

Mr. King’s memo also recommends findings contradicting public testimony 
regarding a comparison of this development with the recent Fred Meyer in 

Wilsonville.  After considering that the applicant has provided trip generation 

scenarios for three ITE categories (820, 813 and 815) all of which are aspects 

of a typical Fred Meyer store, and comparing the location of and additional 

land-uses associated with the Fred Meyer in Wilsonville (adjacent to I-5 and 60 
units of multi-family housing), staff determined that comments related to the 

specifics of the Wilsonville development are not relevant and should not be 

considered. 

4. Memorandum from Chris Maciejewski, P.E., P.T.O.E., the City’s 

on-call traffic engineer from DKS Associates dated October 5, 
2012 regarding the supplemental trip generation comparison 

provided by the applicant, and related to Condition #27. (Exhibit 

Y to the record) 

 

STAFF ANALYSIS: The City’s on-call traffic engineer performed an 

independent review of the supplemental information provided by Kittelson & 
Associates.  In addition, they performed their own analysis of each scenario 

that showed minimal overall differences when compared with the information 

provided by the applicant, ultimately concluding that ITE codes 813 and 815 

would generate approximately equal or fewer trips than what was assumed in 

the original traffic impact analysis from July 2012.   
 

Staff discussed the applicant’s analyses with DKS and determined that the 

traffic mitigation measures previously recommended in the September 18, 

2012 staff report were sufficiently conservative for other ITE categories, but 

the original traffic study provided by the applicant did not provide information 
sufficient for final approval.  The applicant has now provided information 

sufficient to support the mitigation measures proposed for the development as 

described.   

 

Based upon the supplemental information provided by Kittelson & Associates 
and feedback received from the City’s on-call traffic engineer, the applicant’s 
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development as proposed meets the standard and will not require mitigation 

measures beyond that identified in the previous staff report and draft Notice of 

Decision dated September 18, 2012.  Staff recommends the supplemental 
information provided by the applicant be accepted by the Planning Commission 

and recommends that the Planning Commission eliminate Condition #27 from 

the final Notice of Decision should the Commission decide to approve the 

application.  

 
5. E-mail from Keith Jones, Senior Planner for HHPR regarding 

Condition #14 related to work in SW Langer Farms Parkway, a 

construction limited street. (Exhibit Z to the record) 

 

STAFF ANALYSIS: These comments are specifically related to Condition #14 

which states, “The applicant shall comply with SMC Section 12.17.025 - for 
exceptions to construction work within a construction limited street. The 

request submittal shall include exhibits which will provide technical design 

information of the impacts to the existing Langer Farms Parkway public 

infrastructure, and proposed mitigation efforts based on the City's Engineering 

Design and Standard Details Manual. Final mitigation requirements will be 
determined from review of this submittal and shall become part of the approval 

requirements for construction. Note - Submittal of the exceptions request is 

not a guarantee of being able to perform construction work within the 

construction limited street, and that review/approval is taken on a case-by-

case basis”. 
 

The applicant submitted revised information that specifically identifies the 

extent and exact locations of the proposed improvements to illustrate that the 

improvements are the minimum necessary. The City Engineer has reviewed the 

information submitted by the applicant and has indicated that he is comfortable 

removing the condition and amending it with the following findings suggested 
by the applicant: 

 

A.   The City Manager or the City Manager's designee may approve an 
exception to the limitations in Section 12.17.015 in order to facilitate 
development on adjacent properties, provide for emergency repairs to 
subsurface facilities, provide for underground connections to adjacent 
properties, or to allow the upgrading of underground utilities. 

 

An approved exception may include conditions determined necessary by the 

City Manager or designee to ensure the rapid and complete restoration of 
the street and surface paving, consistent with the purpose of 
this Chapter 12.17 to the greatest extent practicable. Pavement restoration 
requirements may include but are not limited to surface grinding, base and 
sub-base repairs, trench compaction, or other related work as needed, 
including up to full-width street pavement removal and replacement. 
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Finding: The applicant’s traffic consultant Kittelson & Associates, Inc. 

prepared a Traffic Impact Analysis for the project dated May 2012. The study 

recommends realigning the existing Langer Farms Parkway Driveway so the 
through lane will align with the existing Target access driveway west of the 

project. The applicant requests the driveway relocation in the interest of 

traffic safety and operations. In order to accomplish the driveway relocation, 

some removal of paving is required. The applicant has submitted an exhibit 

prepared by AKS Engineering dated 9/28/2012 titled “Langer Farms 
Subdivision Driveway Relocation and Water Service Connection Plan.” This 

exhibit shows the limits of the paving removal and also shows that the 

domestic waterline connection can be made in this same cut thereby 

consolidating the impact into one location. Staff finds that the proposal as 

shown on the 9/28/2012 exhibit is acceptable as it concentrates the work in 

one location and limits the impacts to existing paving. A condition is 
recommended to ensure that any work is consistent with the submitted 

exhibit. 
 

B.   A person seeking an exception under this section shall submit an 

application to the City Manager or designee in a form acceptable to the 
city. The application must include sufficient information to demonstrate 

reasonable compliance with Section 210.20 (Construction Limited 

Streets) of the Engineering Design Manual. 
 
The City Manager or designee will review the application and information 
and provide a written decision either approving or denying the 
application. The City Manager's or designee's decision may be appealed 
in the manner provided for a writ of review under ORS chapter 34. 

 

Finding: The details provided in this land use application along with the 
exhibit prepared by AKS Engineering dated 9/28/2012 titled “Langer Farms 

Subdivision Driveway Relocation and Water Service Connection Plan” are 

adequate to demonstrate compliance. The applicant should be conditioned to 

provide construction plans that are consistent with the impact area shown in 

this exhibit or request a new application under this Section 12.17.025 of the 

City’s code. 
 
Condition 14 
The applicant shall comply with SMC Section 12.17.025 - for exceptions to 
construction work within a construction limited street. The request submittal 
shall include exhibits which will provide technical design information of the 
impacts to the existing Langer Farms Parkway public infrastructure, and 
proposed mitigation efforts based on the City's Engineering Design and 
Standard Details Manual. Final mitigation requirements will be determined 
from review of this submittal and shall become part of the approval 
requirements for construction. Note - Submittal of the exceptions request is 
not a guarantee of being able to perform construction work within the 
construction limited street, and that review/approval is taken on a case-by-
case basis. Work performed in Langer Farms Parkway shall be limited to the 
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area shown in the exhibit prepared by AKS Engineering dated 9/28/2012 titled 
“Langer Farms Subdivision Driveway Relocation and Water Service Connection 
Plan.” If additional work in Langer Farms Parkway is needed to support the 
development, the applicant shall make a new request under the 

requirements of SMC Section 12.17.025. 

 

6. Letter from Jim Claus dated October 9, 2012 regarding the 
application. (Exhibit AA to the record) 

 

STAFF ANALYSIS: The letter from Mr. and Mrs. Claus includes a request for 

the City Council to call the decision up to themselves for review.  The letter 

implies that the process disenfranchises the citizens, that there is not enough 
information to comment on the proposal given that there are not any specified 

users, that City Staff and the property owners are not looking out for the 

citizens, and that the traffic impacts are being understated by the applicant. 

Staff can only respond to issues related to the development code.   

 

The Claus letter does not speak to any specific review criteria. The proposed 
development is subject to the applicable provisions of the development code 

related to notice and process, and those procedures have been followed. There 

is no process in the code for a “Council call-up.” Therefore, this issue will not 

go before the City Council unless an appeal is filed.  

 
Regarding the traffic impacts, the Engineering department, and the City’s 

consulting traffic engineers have reviewed the information that the applicant 

has submitted, and has provided comments on the traffic generation under 

items 3 and 4 of this memorandum. Staff cannot speak to the inferences of 

corruption by the property owner and mayor.   
 

7. Letter from Seth King, Attorney at Perkins Coie, dated October 8, 

2012 providing responses to the letter from Charles and Amy 

Boyle dated September 25, 2012.(Exhibit BB to the record) 

 

STAFF ANALYSIS: The letter is rebuttal testimony to a letter that was 
submitted by Charles and Amy Boyle (See Exhibit O) prior to the public 

hearing.  Staff has reviewed that letter and this testimony, and stands by the 

staff analysis and findings in the original staff report regarding these issues.  

 

8. Letter from Seth King, Attorney at Perkins Coie, dated October 9, 
2012 related to a phone call that staff received from the 

Bonneville Power Administration. (Exhibit CC to the record) 

 

STAFF ANALYSIS: On October 9th, City staff received a phone call from 

Monica Stafflund, a Realty Specialist with the Bonneville Power Administration 
that indicated that the City should not issue permits for the parking lot beneath 

the power lines.  She stated that at this point in time, the data that she was 

reviewing would suggest that the static electricity below the power lines would 
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be too high for a parking lot. Staff asked Mrs. Stafflund  if she would be 

providing her comments in writing.  She indicated that she would, but has not 

followed up as of the date of this memorandum. Staff has attempted to contact 
her on two separate occasions.  

 

Staff always recommends a condition to ensure that an applicant obtains all 

required federal, state, and local permits. In this case it appears that one of the 

permits requested may not be issued.  The applicant was contacted and made 
aware of the correspondence that staff had with Ms. Stafflund.  This letter is 

their response.  It should be noted that the alternate site plan provided by the 

applicant is fairly consistent with the site plan provided with the application 

that illustrated the (Target) stormwater quality pond being retained in the 

northeast corner of the site, and would maintain 9.2% reduction in parking. 

Subsection 16.94.010.D permits up to a 25% reduction. Furthermore, the 
applicant has provided information from the landscape architect to substantiate 

that the loss in landscaping would not reduce the amount of parking lot 

landscaping below the minimums required for this development.  The proposed 

development and reduction in parking, if BPA did not permit parking under 

their powerlines, is consistent with what is allowed by the development code, 
and would not change staff’s original recommendation for approval with 

conditions.  

 

9. Letter from Charles and Amy Boyle dated October 9, 2012 related 

to the adequacy of the Transportation Impact Analysis submitted 
for the proposed development.   

STAFF ANALYSIS: As previously discussed, the applicant has submitted 

supplemental information that staff believes reflects a reasonable worst-case 

scenario for the planned development.  The supplemental information was 

reviewed and concurred with by the City’s on-call traffic engineer, DKS 

Associates, the same firm who prepared the traffic study for the City of 
Wilsonville for the Fred Meyer development area.  The supplemental 

information evaluated anchor tenant scenarios using ITE codes 820, 813 and 

815, the same codes mentioned in the Boyle’s October 9, 2012 memo.  Staff 

believes the applicant has provided adequate information to address the 

development’s impact on the transportation system and that the proposed and 
conditioned mitigation measures are sufficient to offset the impacts to the 

transportation system. 

 

 

In closing, staff is including exhibits N-DD as attachments to this 
memorandum.  Exhibits A-M can be found in your packet for the September 

25th hearing, or on the web at the following address: 

 

http://www.sherwoodoregon.gov/sites/default/files/files/city_boards/planning_

commission/pc_packet/2012/PC%20Packet%2009.25.12.pdf 
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Perkins 
Cole 

Seth J. King 

PHONE: (503) 727-2024 

FAX: (503) 346-2024 

EMAIL: SKingperkinscoie.com  

1120 N.W. Couch Street, Tenth Floor 

Portland, OR 97209-4128 

PHONE: 503.727.2000 

FAX: 503.727.2222 

www.perkinscoie.com  

October 16, 2012 

VIA EMAIL ONLY 

Patrick Allen, Chair 
City of Sherwood Planning Commission 
do Planning Department 
22560 SW Pine Street 
Sherwood, OR 97140 

Re: Land Use Applications for Langer Farms Phase 7 Shopping Center (City of 
Sherwood File Nos. SP 12-05/CUP 12-02); Second Open Record Period Submittal 

Dear Chair Allen and Members of the Planning Commission: 

This office represents Langer Gramor LLC (’Applicant"), the applicant requesting approval of 
the land use applications for Langer Farms Phase 7 Shopping Center (City of Sherwood File 
Nos. SP 12-05/CUP 12-02) (’Applications") on approximately 19.7 acres of real property on the 
east side of SW Langer Farms Parkway ("Property"). 

For the reasons explained below, the Planning Commission should deny each of the contentions 
presented by the Boyles and the Clauses in their respective correspondence dated October 9, 
2012. Instead, the Planning Commission should approve the Applications, subject to staffs 
proposed conditions of approval, as modified by Applicant. 

1. 	Response to October 9, 2012 Letter from Charles and Amy Boyle. 

In a letter dated October 9, 2012, Charles and Amy Boyle contend that Applicant’s Traffic 
Impact Analysis ("TIA") does not accurately project the worst-case traffic impacts associated 
with the development because the TIA: (1) aggregates several of the retail spaces under the 
"Shopping Center" Land Use category rather than calculating the impacts of the anchor tenant 
separately; and (2) utilizes ITE Code 931 ("Quality Restaurant") rather than ITE Code 932 
("High Turnover (sit-down) Restaurant"). The Planning Commission should deny these 
contentions for four (4) reasons. 
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First, although Applicant stands by the TIA as an accurate and complete assessment of projected 
traffic impacts, Applicant has submitted into the record a supplemental trip generation 
comparison prepared by Kittelson & Associates, Inc. ("Kittelson") dated October 1, 2012. 
Kittelson’s supplemental report assesses the projected traffic impacts of the anchor store under 
the trip generation rates applicable to two (2) other ITE land use categories that commonly apply 
to large-scale retail stores�"Free-Standing Discount Superstore" (ITE Code 813) and "Free-
Standing Discount Store" (ITE Code 815). As explained in Kittelson’s supplemental report, the 
TIA assumes a sufficient number of trips to account for potential development of the anchor 
store as either a Shopping Center (ITE Code 820), Free-Standing Discount Superstore (ITE Code 
813), or Free-Standing Discount Store (ITE Code 815). The Planning Commission should find 
that the supplemental data addresses the Boyles’ first contention. 

Second, as to the classification of the sit-down restaurant, Applicant selected ITE Code 931 
because it most closely approximates the expected use of the restaurant in this location. In the 
event Applicant proposes a change from Quality Restaurant to a use classified under ITE Code 
932 or any other ITE land use code, the City must calculate the trip impacts of the restaurant 
building by utilizing the land use code and trip generation rate applicable to that new use (as 
opposed to ITE Code 93 1) as set forth in ITE Trip Generation, 8th Edition, pursuant to 
Applicant’s proposed Condition 27. The Planning Commission should find that this response 
addresses the Boyles’ second contention. 

Third, although the Boyles contend that Applicant must conduct a worst-case scenario traffic 
analysis, the Planning Commission should deny this contention because the Applicant is not 
required to do so. Rather, pursuant to Sherwood Zoning and Community Development Code 
("ZCDC") 16.90.030.D.6, Applicant is required to "provide adequate information * * * * to 
demonstrate the level of impact to the surrounding street system." Further, Applicant is required 
to mitigate for "impacts attributable to the project" (emphasis added), not for impacts attributable 
to a hypothetical, worst-case proposal. Id. In short, under the City’s land use regulations, 
Applicant is required to assess a realistic scenario based upon the proposed development 
program. Between the TIA and the supplemental trip generation comparison dated October 1, 
2012, Applicant has assessed a variety of realistic scenarios utilizing conservative assumptions 
and trip rates. Further, as set forth in proposed Condition 27, Applicant has agreed to be bound 
by a trip cap during the weekday PM peak hour that is nearly 100 trips below the rate allowed by 
the City’s Capacity Allocation Program. The City’s on-call traffic consultant, DKS Associates, 
has submitted a memorandum into the record dated October 5, 2012, that concurs with 
Applicant’s assessment of traffic conditions. 

Finally, to Applicant’s knowledge, the three (3) traffic studies mentioned by the Boyles in their 
letter are not included in the record. Therefore, the Planning Commission cannot rely upon this 
evidence when rendering a decision in this matter. 
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For these reasons, the Planning Commission should deny the Boyles’ contentions. 

2. 	Response to October 9, 2012 Letter from Jim and Susan Claus. 

In a letter dated October 9, 2012, Jim and Susan Claus raise various contentions in opposition to 
the Applications. The Planning Commission should deny these contentions because they are 
speculative, not supported by substantial evidence, and not directed at applicable approval 
criteria. 

First, the Clauses contend that the City’s process is pre-determined to result in an approval of the 
Applications. The Planning Commission should deny this contention, because there is no 
evidence�substantial or otherwise�to support it. In fact, the City has followed its standard 
procedures in reviewing the Applications, including requiring a neighborhood meeting and 
noticed public hearing before the Planning Commission. At the hearing, the Planning 
Commission gave interested persons an opportunity to testify about the Applications. Further, 
the Planning Commission held the record open (per the Clauses’ request) to allow parties to 
submit additional evidence and argument relating to the Applications. Finally, it should be noted 
that City staff has closely reviewed the Applications and has recommended 54 conditions of 
approval, a far cry from approving the Applications as presented by Applicant. 

Second, and on another procedural point, the Clauses request that the City Council itself appeal 
the Planning Commission’s decision on the grounds that the City Council consists of the City’s 
"highest elected officials" and because the Clauses contend that the City’s local appeal fee is 
"cost prohibitive." The Planning Commission should deny this contention for two (2) reasons. 
First, the Clauses do not cite to any provision of the ZCDC or City Charter that authorizes the 
City Council to call up or appeal the Planning Commission’s decision on the Applications. In 
fact, ZCDC 16.72.010.B.3.d(2) limits appeals of a decision for a Type IV land use application to 
those persons who testified before the Planning Commission. Second, the City has established 
its local appeal fees through a separate process consistent with the requirement in ORS 
227.180(1)(c) that the fee be "reasonable and no more than the average cost of such appeals." To 
the extent that the Clauses object to the City’s fee schedule, that challenge was most properly 
lodged at the time of the City’s earlier and separate adoption of the fee schedule, not in this 
proceeding. 

Third, the Clauses contend that the Planning Commission should deny the Applications because 
Applicant has not identified tenants for the shopping center. The Planning Commission should 
deny this contention because it is not directed at any applicable approval criterion. In fact, no 
provision of the ZCDC requires that applicants identify the end users of their developments, 
particularly when, as in this case, the end users are not yet finalized. Additionally, the Clauses 
do not explain how the identification of tenants would affect the City’s analysis of the 
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Applications under any specific criterion. In short, the Clauses’ contention does not provide a 
basis to condition or deny the Applications. 

Fourth, the Clauses contend that Applicant’s traffic study understates the traffic profile for the 
development. The Planning Commission should deny this contention for two (2) reasons. First, 
as explained in Section 1 above, Applicant has submitted supplemental traffic data that 
demonstrates that the TIA assumes a sufficient number of trips to account for potential 
development of the anchor store as either a Shopping Center (ITE Code 820), Free-Standing 
Discount Superstore (ITE Code 813), or Free-Standing Discount Store (ITE Code 815). Second, 
the Clauses do not offer any substantial evidence, such as an alternative traffic study prepared by 
a traffic engineer, to rebut or undermine the conclusions set forth in the TIA. Accordingly, there 
is no basis to uphold the Clauses’ contention. 

The Clauses further request that the Planning Commission require Applicant to complete "as 
much of the road system improvements that can be required" as conditions of the approval. In 
fact, the City’s proposed conditions of approval satisfy this request by requiring Applicant to take 
the following actions to mitigate the transportation impacts of the development: 

� Design and construct SW Century Drive between SW Langer Farms Parkway and the 
existing street segment at the eastern Property line 

� Construct the north extension of SW Langer Farms Parkway from SW Tualatin-
Sherwood Road to Highway 99W 

� Construct a traffic signal at SW Langer Farms Parkway and SW Tualatin-Sherwood Road 
(or pay a fee in lieu) 

� Construct frontage improvements along SW Tualatin-Sherwood Road (or pay a fee in 
lieu) 

� Construct additional lane storage on Highway 99W or engage in substitute mitigation 
measures consistent with Oregon Department of Transportation recommendations in the 
record 

The Planning Commission can find that conditioning approval of the Applications on Applicant 
taking these actions will satisfy the Clauses’ concern. 

Finally, the Clauses contend that development of the shopping center will adversely affect other 
businesses in the area. This contention is entirely speculative and not directed at any applicable 
approval criterion. Therefore, the Planning Commission should deny this contention. 

3. 	Conclusion. 

For the reasons explained above, the Planning Commission should deny each of the contentions 
presented by the Boyles and the Clauses in their respective correspondence dated October 9, 
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2012. Instead, the Planning Commission should approve the Applications, subject to staffs 
proposed conditions of approval, as modified by Applicant. 

This letter constitutes Applicant’s second open record period submittal by October 16, 2012, at 
5:00 p.m. I have asked City staff to place this submittal in the official Planning Department file 
for this matter and to place it before you. Applicant reserves the right to submit final written 
argument in accordance with ORS 197.763 and the open record schedule approved by the 
Planning Commission. 

Thank you for your consideration of the points in this letter. 

Very truly yours, 

Seth J. King 

cc: 	Brad Kilby (via email) 
Chris Crean (via email) 
Matt Grady (via email) 
Chris Brehmer (via email) 
Keith Jones (via email) 
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Lard Use Applicdion Form
Updded Novfflbs 2010
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washlnstoneountv,oreson 2009-084920
09/2112009 03:08:39 PM

D-DBS Crìt=l Stn=?g RE€ORÐBi

$5.00 $5,00 $11,00. Totat = 921,00

l\ften Recordung lle.tu¡'m Tar:

Name: Ann C. Brucker"
Firm/Cornpany: A&B Brucker, Ln C

Address: 16273 SW R.ailroacl St.

Cit¡ State, Zip Sherwoocl, 0R 97140
Fhone: [503] 625-û818

[Jn'üflå a üf{amge Ës n"equ,estedd aln ü;u< sta{-ememüs
Sh.a3n he semt to ùlhe f,olllowñmg aololu'ess:

A&Btsrnclcer,l-LC
L6273 5-1/V Raih"oacl S[reet
Sher"mroacl, ûl{ 9 7 11nt

)
l
)
)
]
)
]
)
]
)
)
.D

sT1{',rLrT0}'tt¡
B/ÙRG"âUN ÍLÀID S.AE,E Dts;ED

Braclley D. ts¡"urcl<er a¡'rcl ,\n¡'¡ C. [Srucker (Gralitors), cúnvey'to A & B f3nurc[<er, [-å-C an Oregorr cor¡loratlol'r
(Grantee),'the'í'ollowitag olesel'iheel real property situatecl in Waslring-ion Courri'ty, tregon, [:u-wít:

Lot 5, Biocl< 3, 0.L1 Acres, SI-¡FRWOOD, !n the coL¡nET/ of Washirrgto¡l ancl Süate of Go"egorr"

TFIIS INSTRUIVIENT WI¡-L NOT /\I-LOW USE OF T[-{E PROPERW DESCRIEED IN TI-Iå5 SI\ISTRUIVIEf\IT I[\I

VIOLATIONI OF APPLICABLE [-A[\ID USE LAWS ANID REGUTATIOIUs, EEFORE S¡GhIING OR ACCEPTING TI-{IS

ll\STRLJtv¡ENrï Tl-lE PERSOT\d ACQUIR¡NIG FEE T',lTLE TO THE PROPERTV Sl-rOULÐ CHECT( WtT!-t Tt-tE

APPROPRIATE CIW OR COIJNIW PI.A[\I6\I[[NG DEPARTÍVIEI\IT TO VERIFV APPROVED I.,'SES Ai{D TO
DETERI\i|INE ANY L¡MITS ON LAWSI.'ITs AGAINST FARÍVIIING OR FOREST PRACTICES AS ÐEFINED INI ORs

3û.930.

The true considenation for tl'lis eomveya¡'rce is $ none fon estate plannlng purposes. (l-lere comply with the
requirernents of 0RS 93.930)

Dated on the

ley Ð. B

oL¿fÆ&*fu-zaog.

r

(*'

Ann C. Bnucker

OFFICIAL SËAL
LOR! GLËNNJ

NOTARY PUBLIC-OREGON
coM[/tsstoN No.428761

Ài1Y COM[4lSSl0N EXPIBES MAY 5, 201?

AEK¡\,I@WLEÐGE[\4ENT

STAT'E O]F'

COEINIT'V @F'

SS:
Ì
l
Ì

On 09, before rne, the undersigned, personally appeared the within named
Bra known to me to be the indlviduals urho exect¡ted the witl'¡in instrument
and acl<nowledged to rne thai they executed same freely and voluntanily.

Nlotary Publlc:

ft4y conrmission expires on: ÊÐf¿*
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Notice send date: September 7r2012

I{OTICE OF NEIGHBORIIOOD MEETING
A Neighborhood Meeting will be held on September 72th ,2012 at 76273 SW Railroad
St, in the court yard between the Sawy Salon (Iarger building) and Mosaic Arts Loft
(smaller building), to inform the comrnunity about our proposed modification to the back
porch of the larger building. Interested community MembeÉare encouraged to attend this
meeting. Please contact Brad Brucker at 503-702-8207 for additional information.

PROJECT PROPOSAL: The A & B Brucker LLC is proposing a modification to the
existing larger building that finishes of,fthe NW side of the roof and encloses the back
porch. The initial use would be for an Art Studio.

lf

æPæÞ GST ELEVÀTId

LÆæÆEÐ

*
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6
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.êf
'lx ,/

¿At{ffi
â)

@
N!m

P@rcS9 ÊIE FLAT ¡ (E) LÆæÆ FLA

Agenda
6:30PM -.Welcome
7 PM - Project Presentation
7:15 PM - Question andAnswers
7:30 to 8PM - Meeting Adjourn

Meetinq Information
DATE: September 12, 2072
Time: 7PM
Location: 16273 SW Railroad St (Subject Site) Sherwood, OR
Contact: Brad Brucker- OwnerAB BruckerLLC 503-102-8207
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NEIGHBORHOOD MEETING SIGN IN SHEET

Proposed Projrect: \'z c-oft-"r^

Proposed P roject Loc-ation; t þ"-ê,.R 9J, o Rg^t -*J {ñ-{-,

Pr-sjeo.tcontaet . ,. î.&.*.1. i *u . .- .

Meeting Looation: t,b%t$ \.L*¡, fu\rroJç*fi,
,llle,eting Ð-ate: a-ru-zÐt-z

t4

B* -Lesçtç Çcor çË "

?e6ùrltrçr þ *
bË*fi..lg ,L.r a .l¿r

f6¡¡ 36.fr î

" - tl*¿¿
-ç'c}'

¿'.É
tø\,¿ryç,

-(*

la'4

È

'L*€'-

U,pdated Ô.otoher2CII0
$h,-.ih.1h Ys Ë' **l
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sEP 0 i ?-01ì,

EGtE

Z-OOL
nsÍtive Area Pre-Screening Site Assessment

oê-\)

Clean Water Servlces Flle Nulnber

00_Þ

tl
L¿'

IJ

3, owner
Name:

lnformatl0n
f+R tRrr,¿-(.,'LLC-* t**.\ß*.(tr*

bxamnle 1

l+'¿ Prez- ô

s
(D

Address: zLS

Phone/Fax: {
b

z-

2. PropBrly
Tax lot I

urlsdlctlon:

Company:

Clty, Slate, Zip;

Ë-Maìll

Slte Address:

Nea¡est Cross Street:

Cily, Stato, Zip:

CIea'WaÑ..u,..,

t0 Shgle Fâmily Resldênce (rooms, deck, garage)

Adjustrnent I Mlnor Land PaÉltion

E ResidentlalCondomlnlum D CommerclalCondomlnium

4, oeltopme
M R¿¿iuon

u Lot Ltn.

l"l.t

nt ActÌvlty (check all that apply)

u- lt,Other

E Reslclential Subdlvislon

I Single Lol Cornmercial
I Commercial Subdlvlsion

ã Multi Lot Conlmerctal
It

l"¿v,
z

I L,lta¡q

Po,# x l.Ç V.s ç-,r/,Address:

Conrpany:

Clty, Stâtê, Zip:

Phone/Fax:

E-Mall:

õ. Appllcant I

Nane:

6. Wtl the proJectftrvolve anyoff-sltework? flYes $$o I Unknown

This a¡pllcation does NOT roplace Grarllng and Eroslon ControlPermÌts, Connecllon Pemrlls, Builtllng Penìits, Sll€ Devolopnrent permlls, DEQ
1201'C.Pennll or olhet pennlts as lssued by lhe Depärtnrðnt of Envfio¡mental Quallty, Dôpañment ol slate Lands andlor Deparlnrent of thó furny
c0E' Àll reqttf red pennlts and approvals must be obtalrred antl complefed untlor appllcabls local, state, and federal laur,

may

1*'

proJect

t¿

7, Addltlonal comments or lnformatlon that to undorstand your ß,*
IJ t,Ê" F f:+ 6'.1.r

(\çl¿'e,¿'

Location and description of off-slte work

Slgnâture oate 9'-?'lotL
PrlntlType Name Prlntftlpe Tltle

FOR DISTRICT UsE ONLY
E se¡sitite ereas ptentialtyêsst on $ìto or\vit¡ln 200' of lJre sire, THE APPLICANÍ MUST PERFoRM AstTE A$sEssMENT pRtôR T0 lssuANcE oF A

SERVICEPROVIDERLËfiER. lfsenslttueÆe¿s6xÌstonlheôitêôrrvíllrin200feetonadJaæntproperlles,aNaturalResouræsAssessmentReporl

Tmay also be required,

ff AaseC.onrer4elof-lhssubnfttednlal.erlalsandbestavailablelnformatlonSnsltlvearea$donotðppe¿rlooxi$tônsìtôorldthîn2Cl0'ofthesite,îhls
SensÌlÌve Ææ Pre.Screen and protei:iulater quality sensitive areas if they are subsequentry
discovered. T]tls do<rumon uüo¡i ¡nd Ord6r 07:20, 

'Seclion g,Of .t, elt reriulrø pemilts and'
approvals nlusl be obtaine

Ð naæd on rev'le| of lhs subnf tted nlaterlals aôd bestavallable lnlomuuon lhe ahvo referenc€d prqectìt¡ll not slgnTficán$y inìpad the êÍstìng or ptentlallyse neâr lho $¡t6. Tl{sse need to evaluate ond protæt addìdonalrvatei

!y f they are zubæquen etler as requhed by RæolutÌon and Order07 AÌl required pemrlls loæ1, state and leileral lav¿

Q Thls $ervlco Provldsr Lelter ls nol valld unless _ CWS approved site plan(s) arê attâched.

2Dåtq

Thetr

Revfewed by

the lot was platted after 9/9/95 0R$ 92,040(2), Nô SITE ASSESSMENI 0Rofacüvlty does not nreet tho

IS
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Gommunity Development Division
Planning Department

22560 SW Pine St
Sherwood, OR 97140

503-625-4202Homo oî lhe Tualat¡n R¡ver Nalional W.tlife Rêfugê

October 3,2012

Brad Brucker
22345 SW Park Street
Shenryood, OR 97140

RE: Brucker Building Addition (SPl2-06)

Dear Mr. Brucker:

The City has received the application submittalfor your building addition. The application was received on
September 14,2012. We have reviewed the application and determined that the application is complete.

The application has been tentatively scheduled for review by the City of Shenryood Planning Commission on
October 23,2012.

Please do not hesitate to let me know if you have questions. You can reach me at 503-625-4206, or by e-mail
at kilbvb@shenfloodoreqon.qov .

--ì

Page 1 of 1
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NOTICE OF APPLICATION AND REQUEST
FOR COMMENTS

of
d Notice Date:

Please submit comments by:
October 3,2012
October 12,2012

Notice is hereby given that ahearing is tentatively scheduled with the City of Sherwood Planning Commission on
October 23,2012 to consider the following application. Known as SP 12-06, the application is a proposal to
enclose and roof an approximately 288 square foot deck on an existing building in Old Town Sherwood . This

ect will be known as the Brucker B sal for the ses of commen

Case File No.: sP 12-06

Brad and Ann Brucker
22545 SW Park Street
Sherwood, OR 97140

Tax Map/Lot: 2S1328C05400

Property Owner: Property Location:

Staff Contact: Brad Kilby, AICP, Senior Planner 503-625-4206
kilb)rb@sherwoodoregon. gov

Proposal: The applicant proposes to enclose an approximately 288 square foot deck for an existing Art Studio and Hair
Salon. The properly is zoned Retail Commercial, and is located in the Smockville area of the Sherwood Old Town Overlay.

Applicable Code Criteria: Sherwood Zoning and Community Development Code, 16.22 (Commercial Land Use Districts

-RC); 16.90 (Site Planning); 16.162 (Old Town Overlay District), and where applicable 16.168 (Landmark Alteration).

COMMENTS - Brucker Building
x No comment.
¡ We encourage approval of this request.
¡ Please address the following concerns should this application be approved:

We encourage denial of this request for the following reasons:

Please feel free to attach additional sheets as needed to complete your comments.

22545 SW Park Street
Sherwood, OR 97140

Comments by:
Address:

Sattler, Rich Date: l0l3l12
Tel.: x2319 _ (optional)
Email (optional)

EXHIBIT B
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->
Clea Services

MEMORANDUM

I)ate: Ootober 9,2012

To: Brad ity of Sherwood

From: Jacki .Water 
Serviees fthe District)

Subject: Brucker Building Addition, SP 12-06, 2S1328C05400

Clean'Water Services has no concems or objections to this application request. As submitted, this
application request will not require further review or the issuance of a Storm Wator Connection
Permit Authorization.

2550 sW Hillsboro Highway . Hillsboro,Oregon9Tl23
Phone: (503) 681-3600 . Fa* (503) 681-3603 . cleaRwaterservices.org
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NOTICE OF APPLICATION AND REQUEST
FOR COMMENTS

of Notice Date:
Please submit comments by:

October 3,2012
October 12,2012

Notice is hereby given that a hearing is tentatively scheduled with the City of Sherwood Planning Commission on

October 23, 2012 to consider the following application. Known as SP 12-06, the application is a proposal to
enclose and roof an approximately 288 square foot deck on an existing building in Old Town Sherwood . This

will be known as the Brucker B for the ofc

Case File No.: sP 12-06 Tax Map/Lot: 2S1328C05400

Property Owner: Property Location:

Staff Contact: Brad Kilby, AICP, Senior Planner 503-625-4206
ki lbyb @r sherwoodore son. gov

Proposal: The applicant proposes to enclose an approximately 288 square foot deck for an existing Art Studio and Hair
Salon. The property is zoned Retail Commercial, and is located in the Smockville area of the Sherwood Old Town Overlay.

Applicable Code Criteria: SherwoodZoning and Community Development Code, 16.22 (Commercial Land Use Districts

-RC); 16.90 (Site Plannine); 16.162 (Old Town Overlay District), and where applicable 16,168 (Landmark Alteration).

COMMENTS - Brucker Building
-{ No comment.
¡ We encourage approval of this request.
¡ Please address the following concerns should this application be approved:

-nltr +€. lr¡*s) Klf À¡uc-cS cQ t!'t-ru¿ Sx...r,o,, jssr¿--r

¡ We encourage denial of this request for the following reasons

Please feel free to attach additional sheets as needed to complete your comments

Brad and Ann Brucker
22545 SW Park Street
Sherwood, OR 97140

22545 SW Park Street
Sherwood, OR 97140

Comments by:
Address; -rví +P

Date: lo'-tt- t'3-
Tel.: <-¿¡-t ZS.i t3¿,17 (optional)
Email (optional)fit ,1,t2y') ¿V2-
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Bradley Kilby

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Kristin Leichner < kristinl@ pridedisposal.com >

Thursday, October 04, 2OL2 9:53 AM
Bradley Kilby

RE: Land Use Proposal in Sherwood

We have no comments on this change as garbage service will still be provided curbside in residential style roll carts.

Kristin Leichner
Office Manager
Pride Disposal Co.

(so3) 62s-6177

From: Bradley Kilby lmailto:KilbyB@SherwoodOregon.govl
Sent: Wednesday, October 03,20121:59 PM

To: 'Wendy.S.ELSTUN@odot,state.or.us'; 'baldwinb@trimet,org'; 'rmk@nwnatural.com'; Brad Crawford;
'Charles.redon@state.or.us'; 'crbelt@bpa.gov'; Craig Sheldon; 'paulette.Copperstone@oregonmetro.gov';
'ehays@shenruood,kl2.or.us';'karen.mohling@tvfr.com'; Kristin Leichner;'kurt.A.MOHS@odot.state.or.us';
'd5b@nwnatural,com'; Bob Galati; 'raindrops2refuge@gmail.com'; 'mwerner@gwrr.com'; 'Raymond.Lambet@pgn,com';
'Naomí_Vogel@co.washington.or.us'; 'Kevin_Rolph@kindermorgan.com'; 'r2g@nwnatural.com';
'Seth.A.BRUMLEY@odot.state.or.us';'brian.harper@oregonmetro.gov';'stephen_roberts@co.washington.or.us';
'steven.b.schalk@odot,state.or.us'; 'john.wolff@Mr.com'; Andrew Stirling; 'humphreysj@CleanWaterSeruices.org';
'tumpj@trimet.org'; 'spieringm@CleanWaterServices.org'; 'RegionlDEVREVApplications@odot.state.or.us';
' Pa u lette. Copperstone@oregon metro. gov'
Cc: Bob Galati; Scott McKie; Craig Sheldon; Richard Sattler
Subject: Land Use Proposal in Sherwood

All,

Please see the attached proposal for a building addition in Old Town Sherwood, and provide any comments or concerns

by the l-2th of October.

Brad Kilby, AICP, Senior Planner
22560 SW Pine Street
Sherwood, Oregon 97L40
503-625-4206

1

Please consider the environment before printing this e-mail
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Bradley Kilby

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

ELSTUN Wendy S *ODOT <Wendy.S.ELSTUN@odot.state.or.us>

Tuesday, October 09,2072 2:33 PM

Bradley Kilby

FW: Land Use Proposal in Shenvood
Brucker Bldg SITE 9-10-12.pdf;Agency Notice SP12-05 07LO2lL2.doc. v3 O.doc

Hi Brad
Not visible to a state highway-no comments
Wendy

Wendy 5 Elstun
Progrom Coordinqtor, ODOT
Outdoor Advertising Sign Progrom
503-986-3ó50f x 503-98ó- 3625

From : Bradley Kilby lmailto : KilbyB@SherwoodOregon. govl
Sent: Wednesday, October 03,20121:59 PM

To: ELSTUN Wendy S *ODOT; 'baldwinb@trimet.org'; 'rmk@nwnatural.com'; Brad Crawford; REDON Charles;
'crbelt@bpa.gov'; Craig Sheldon; 'paulette,Copperstone@oregonmetro,gov'; 'ehays@shenruood.k12,or.us';
'karen,mohling@Mr.com'; 'kristinl@pridedisposal.com'; MOHS Kurt A; 'dSb@nwnatural.com'; Bob Galati;
'raindrops2refuge@gmail.com'; 'mwerner@gwrr.com'; 'Raymond.Lambeft@pgn.com';
'Naomi_Vogel@co.washington.or,us'; 'Kevin_Rolph@kindermorgan.com'; 'r2g@nwnatural.com'; BRUMLEY Seth A;
'brian.harper@oregonmetro,gov'; 'stephen_roberts@co.washington.or.us'; SCHALK Steven B; 'john,wolff@Mr,com';
Andrew Stirling; 'humphreysj@CleanWaterSeryices.org'; 'tumpj@trimet.org'; 'spieringm@CleanWaterSeruices.org'; Region
1 DEVREV Appl ications;' Pa u lette. Copperstone@oregon metro. gov'
Gc: Bob Galati; Scott McKie; Craig Sheldon; Richard Sattler
Subject: Land Use Proposal in Sherwood

All,

Please see the attached proposal for a building addition in Old Town Sherwood, and provide any comments or concerns
by the 12th of October.

Brad Kilby, AICP, Senior Planner
22560 SW Pine Street
Sherwood, Oregon 9714O
503-625-4206

1
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